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EAST CAS VEGAS, NEW V.EXSCO,

VOL. XXX, NO. 163

AFTERNOON

MONDAY, MAY 10, 1909

EDITION

the attitude of the legislative council
kel, chairman; B. T. Mills, A. H. Harin refusing to pass bills led the house
ris, J. B. Stearns, W. J. Barnes.
1
M.. M. Sundt. F. J.
of delegates to refuse to pass the
Wesner, R.
A. Morley, E. E. W. Layton, Dr. M.
necessary appropriation bills. '
Miller.
Mr. Taft discusses the acts of the
.''
2
H. Van Valkenburgh, J. S. Hof-er- ,
legislature and the council In details,
Dr. F. H. Crail, T. A. Johnson, Dr.
rnd Bays the facts recited demonB. S. Gowen.
strate 'the willingness of the
3
of the people in the house
C. II. Sporleder, O. E. Burch, J.
of delegates to subvert thi govern
Raynolds, J. C. Sharp, M. E. Dutt.
ment in order to secure the passage
4 W. G. Ogle, J. H. York, F. Bof certain legislation. The question
January, R. T. Long, II. G.Coors, jr.,
whether the proposed
T. H. Moen. "
legislation
should be enacted into (law was left
B
H. O. Brown, C. W. G. Ward,
J. H. Culley, Dr. E. B. Shaw, J. L.
by the fundamental act to the Joint
action of the executive council and
Tooker, W. H, Springer.
BOYLE GOES TO PENITENTIARY
RECOMMENDS IMMEDIATE REME
h house of delegates as the legis WEHEMED V . FORMALLY TAKES SENATORS FROM RHODE ISLAND
6
P.. L. Batchelor, H. W. Kelly.
r
.
AND INDIANA
POSSESSION OF TURKISH
FOR LIFE AND WIFE GETS
INDULGE IN
DIAL LEGISLATION
FOR
. '
lative asmt)ly.
W. G. Haydon, R. Davidson, Jas Cur'
' TWENTY-FIV'
'
f
. EMPIRE.
The president says the house of
PERSONALITIES.
YEARS.
OF PORTO RICO,
ry, Cha O'Malley.
1 R. R.
McClandelegates nronoses itself tn secureK.'
Dr.
R.
trkin,
this legislation without respect to the
ahan, WH1 Shillingslaw, Antonio
TA.1IFF
THOUSANDS
CAUSE
GRAVE
UNUSUALLY
VIEW
BOTH WILL TAKE AN APPEAL
OF TMSLE
LEREKONf
SITUATION
opposition of the executive council
Dr. J. S. Raisin, Rufus Mead.
"or else to pull flown the govern
s
8
Alex Connell, Wdl T. Blest, J. S.
..mi...
.
ment.""
ftelson,
Joseph Sundt, Chris Werta. THE TWO PRISONERS COLLAPSE
FAILS
FRINCIPAL
IS
COM-FEATURE
ASSEMBLY
"
TH1J HQOSlER, REPRESENTATIVE
LEGISLATIVE
This growing spirit shows that too
9 Frank Williams, A. C. Erb,
DRAWING OF THE SIMITER
PLAINS OF LACK OF INFOR-- "
WHEN THEY "
COMPLETELY
"TO PASS ALL APPROPRIATION
great, power has been vested lit the
L. Lloyd, G. M. Carey, Ed Comstock,
'
MATION ON TARIFF.
OF OSMAN I.
MEASURES.
.HEAR SENTENCE.
l
delegates. The message 'presents an
A. M. Comstock.
,
exhaustive economic review of con
10 Walter
Bierman, Ike Davis,
ditions on the Island, its trade and
Oscar Gosch, H. Erie Hoke, Ixirenzo
CAUSES TROUBLE IN BOUSE wealth,' its improved educational fa ATTENOED BY FULL RETINUE EEYEIIII ENDS DISCUSSI3! Delgado, R. B. Schoonmaker, B. Kra olai:j
cilities.
mer, A. A. Senecal.
It points out that "there never was GOVERNMENT
IS NOW TAKING HAS FLOOR AND TAKES UP LEAD
COUPLE STATE THEY .WILL RE
QUESTION OF THE PROPER COM a time m
the history; of the island
Presented With Watch.
i VEAL NAME OF THIRD PARTY
HOLD OF RELIEF WORK IN
.SCHEDULES
TO
REFUSING
MITTEE TO TAKE UP MATTER
when the average prosperity of the
J. M. Moran, manager for the Arm
ADANA PROVINCE.
GIVE WAY FURTHER.
CAUSES .FIGHT.
Forto Rican has been higher, hie op
our Packing Co., at Trinidad, Colo., ' WHICH WILL BE SURPRISE.
portunity greater, his liberty in
who has been promoted to the New
atrfion more secure." For
and
10. Mehmed
thought
Constantinople,
May
want
10.
10.
of
For
Senators York City district, was presented with
Washington, May
Washington, May
Mercer, Pa., May 10. James H.
tho first time in its history, Porto V, sultan of Turkey, today "became
other
the
watch
a
employes
by
gold
Aldrlch
no
action
a
bouse
and
took
'a ouorura the
Beveridge indulged in
Boyle and wife, Helen Boyle, .conRico, he. says, hs living under laws the 'Official ruler of the
.? the branch there. Mr. Moran left
when tilt; thia
on the president's
empire
message, recom-- enacted
when1
victed of kidnapping Willie Whitla.
the .senate
morning,
by Its own legislature.
for , New. York' to take up his new
'en ding remedial legislation for the
sentence
'of convened.
be
went
the
through
ceremony
The
Beveridge referred to the work. D. J. Herron, of Las Vegas', iuie given the maximum
, At...
1
LI.L corre- - I
nf..,1.
Island. of Porto Rico. Cannon fought Tm to president pointamt that if the eiiums
ipu .mo
wuiu, wmcii
In has succeeded Mr. Moran at Trini today wbn Boyle was sentenced to,
of Carter of
Ricans desire a change in the
8peech
Montana,
tG.lsave the message referred to the fonn of
life imprisonment and his wife to
which the latter referred
to the dad.
the) Foraker act this is a mat spends to, a coronation.
v ays and means committee but Gar ter
The sultan proceeded in a; launch
twenty-flv- e
year in the penitentiary.
information
the
at
of
of
abundance
congressional consideration,
lelt, of Tennessee, who wanted it sent dependent upon the effect
to
the
the
whsre
mosque
palace
will begin their sentences at
Qt senators on the tariff.
They
He
a
of
such
po8ai
Fires Do Great. Damage.
to the committee on insular affairs
the rite was performed. He was'at- - ,tnen had the clerk read an extract
once through en appeal to the suchange on the real political progress
Zltacuaro, Mexico, May 10. Hun
lended by the grand vizier. Sheik XJ1 fl.om ,he BDeeeh , nf
opened the question of house rules; m the island. Such a
court will be. taken. ,
,
Mrfmh
change, he
dreds of people are fi the verge oi preme declares that . a Pittsburg
The house finally adjourned after I
Boyle
should he sought, in an orderly Islam, the members of the cabinet, wnjcn the latter complained of the starvation in , the mountains of this
says,
debate without action. In the senate
chiefs of the army and other official lack of lBformfttlon .t hanrt
lawyer in high standing has been enway and not Drought to the attention
it was referred to the committee on of
when he drove to the top of Kapou lerk also read A extract from a district following the forest fire which gaged and will plead the cases. He
congress hy "paralyzing1 the arm
has already done damage to the
Forte Rico.
the name of a prominent third
palace, six miles distant, to Jfcisa the epeech of mrl(!h Baying that he had
of the existing government.",
amount of half a million dollars, kill says
,
.
robes
of
the
Text of Message.
will be made known which
:,
prophet.
person
In
The
Bft,,wi0.--wof
'
over
Just live stock and sweeping
president says that the fact
m Ayoup mosque, Menemea V 1A
the country., He says he
shock
will
May ,.' 10. President the Porto Ricans.
Washington,
A1rl
m1,,
forgetting the gen
faims. The fires are still raging.
a butt of in the case
made
Tafi today sent to congress a special
urewf niQ Bvimiier or ma , ancestor.
been
has
then
rich
said
he
sarcastically that
erosity of this government should not Osman" I, founder of the Ottoman
who are guilty
will
make
others
and
net
recommending legislation at
had not the abi'ity of the senator
(Continued en Page 4)
suffer....
thi; present extra session, .amending
. Both
rbe Foraker act .under which Pprto
proup of buiMtogs: called tWsublimn.-,vo- te
Boyle and his wife
llaped
tJffle ; the Btndy o
a m
'
ports raised the weapon on high and these
Rico is governing. The president
upon hearing their sencompletely
he 'would serve the
f 1 1 IX
c
IL.i
questions,
tences. When started back to jail,
by this act took possession of the
d'.rects the attention of congress on
country better than by proclaiming
PKOBAILY CUrEKEO Turkish empire. The shouting of his
managed to walk with assistr.iiairs on the Island, laying particular
Boyle
information. Senator
lack of
San Francisco,' May 10.- At the end ance, down steps, but on reaching the
people, a fanfare of trumpets and the
stress on which he terms "a situation
.to
refused
the
floor,
.10.
William
Garri
Hepburn having
Cheyenne, May
a front door he became limp and had to
of a ten days' visit, marked
by
of vnusual gravity" developed through
J
J 'u,ui"
son, who gave Important evidence be- oi
,
v
n
and
entertainments
round
dinners
4e carried to an amnibus .which car- of
'
cuorua
oi
the failure of the legislative assembly fore the
iu
Mru
in the investigascnfi(jft
grand
jury
school
usual
"".
to
apthe
pass
of rorto Rico
for Rear Admiral Ijichi and the offi lied him to jail. Mrs. Boyle was
tion of the raia on the AHemaa1 and Pasha boys chanting the Midhat.
naa to ne carnea
chorus. .
propriation, bills, leaving the island 3mge
cers of the Japanese fleet, the cruis- even worse. Sue
sheep camp when, both the latThe government, !is taking hold of' Y FJ C h till I STAflT
down three flights of stairs to the
without support after June 30 next.
this
ers
and
Soya,Aso
ter and theep herders were murdered
departed
sreet. j She was carried into a vehicle
Porto Ricans have . forgotten the
morning for the north. Crowds lined
by a masked gang, was found with a With
CAMPAIGN
was
of
U.
It
into Jail, where she wept
the
the
announced
S.,
Vigor.'
miEERSHIP
president rullet hole in his
generosity
today
the water's edge as the ships sailed and then
head and one that $150,000 had been sent
Because, of their con
there.
pays, in the desire of certain of the
violently.
'
out of the harbor and disappeared
through his heart near the river. An
The-gra- nd
Vizier
and
was . considered
leaders
and
for
Ferid
Pasha.
dition
it
power
islands, political
morning, over the horizon. The cruisers will
Beginning Wednesday
Investigation today tends to show that the minister of the
manacle them. Boyle
he adds, that the present situation he
received
to
interior,
1 to participate
did not commit suicide.
a deputation of the Armenian clergy !May 12th- - and continuing till night of be at Seattle on June
to say when, sentenced
Indicates that the U. S. has gone too
bad
nothing
and laity yesterday. The delegation Tuesday, May 18th, the Las Vegas in the opening of the
and the judge told him the. heinous
teat in the extension of political pow,
exposition!
was headed by Afscharanl, the repre- - Y. M. C. A. will prosecute a vigorous
He
Ricans.
concludes UNITED STATES COURT
er to the Porto
ature of the crime he had committed.-Jsentatlve of the Patriarchate, who campaign for member and sufficient
that the absolute power of appropriaancient times the punishment
its ex- FIRE THREATENS TO
tion should be taken away from
MEETS AND ADJOURNS was assured, that the government subscriptions to guarantee
was death," said the judge, "but the
would inquire
''those who have shown themselves
into the pense budget for the coming year.
Pennsylvania law Is more lenient" '
United States court for the fourth Adana maseacresthoroughly
An executive committee of five
and severely punish
too Irresponsible to enjoy it." v
Mrs. Boyle declared herself Innocent
DESTROY NARA VISA
those guilty of Inciting them. The have been (busy during the past two
T he president suggests to congress judicial district convened in Las Veand thought the evidence flimsy, but
the wisdom of submitting to the ap- gas this aorning. Chief Justice Wm. minister said the investigation would weeks, maturing plans and making
the court said that was a matter for
El Paso, Texas, . May 10. Fire the
necessary preliminary arrangements
propriation committees the question J. Mills presiding, and Clerk Secundl- - be conducted hy a military court.
jury.
Ferid Pasha told the delegation for the campaign. The canvass will tcieatens to destroy the little town
of qualifying some of th$ provisions of no Romero and- Stenographer W. E.
That the threats of Mrs. Boyle of
' that e'Jght
th fundamental act as to1 the respec- - Gortner In attendance.
physicians had been sept be 'conducted under their supervision cf Kara Visa, in northeastern New
double suicide were not idle was
The United States was represented from Sinyranai to Adana and that sev- and direction. In addition to this Mexico. The blaze started In the ho- shown today by the discovery of a
tive jurisdictions' of ' the executive
council and the legislative assembly.; by District Attorney David J. Leahy eral also had gone there from Con- executive committee, ten committees, tel this morning as a. result of an razor hidden in the necktie of Boyle.
his assistant, Herbert W. Clark stantinople.' r
But no action of this kind, the presi-Uncomposed of five or more men each, overturned lamp and was still burn- Mrs.. Boyle had taken a quantity of
have been organized. An enthusias- ing when the telephone ' exchange morphine in the night, but it had only
dent says, should be begun until the,Rnd Chief Deputy C. E. Newcomer of
tic meeting of these committeemen, caught Are and communication, was the effect of making her sick. All
Foraker act Is amended so that whenU. S. jCtarshal C. M. Foraker's office GRAND
JURY TAKES DP
was held at the Y: "ill. C. A. building stopped. - At - that time forty thous- dangerous . things have been taken ;
... ::,
the legislative assembly shalj adjourn In A Ibuquerque.
,
!
w1i bout, making the legislative approN. Segura of Penasco Blanco, wa
last Friday evening, at which plans and dollars' damage had been done.
from Boyle and his wife. Both are
GASE AGAINST HASKELL
of the campaign .werer outlined and
on
to
the
act 8 interpreter to the
pr.ation necessary to carry
,,.
appointed
carefully watched..
In place of Faustln Gallegos of
Tulsa, Okk., May 10. The grand discussed and names of prospective
P)vernment, mm ecraal to the appro-'courSheriff Chess believes that it was
made In the previous year Clayton. United States, court bailiffs jury again today took up- - the inves- members and subscribers - were divi- EXPLOSION IS FETE
Boyle's intention to kill his wife and
."'
for the respective purposes shall be were selected in the persons of T. J. tigation of the town lot cases being ded among the committees..'
himself
last night , Boyle asked perCIDDIO TAILOR SHOP
available- - for the current revenues and; Raywood and Fabian Romero, and yushed hy the government They are . All the time possible will be spent
mission to visit his wlfes, cell last
shall be drawn by the warrant of the ' Susao Montano was named to be the same cases In which Indictments by these men during the campaign
ninht v uraa refused the nheriff be
'
were returned .last winter against week, interviewing these people, and
auditor on the treasurer and counter-- ; bailiff to the U. S. grand jury,1 j
An explosion occurred at, the Pete ing sutpicious.
A vagrant ' in jail
if any man or. boy in Las Vegas Ciddio tailor shop onrCfrand avenue said he - loaned Boyle the razor to
signed by the governor. Such a pro- - The docket "wae ca jled and the case Governor Haskell and six other
vision applies to the legislatures pf 'of the; United. States versus Guy
The allegations Ih the misses an opportunity to Join or con- Saturday evening . al 7:30 ' o'clock shave himself. . A special guard has
'
J.T. McNamara and Joseph quashed indictments were conspiracy tribute to the support of the Y,, M- C. which aroused, the town and caused UCU.
- Philippines' and Hawaii, and pit j Messick,
jywu vtw
has prevented in those countries any Werni: was set for trial tomorrow! to defraud , the Creek Indian nation A. work, it will not be the commit- both fire departments to turn out, hut
la'cuse of the power of appropriation." These, railroad trainmen are charged in connection with the scheduling of teemen's fault!
little damage was done. The gasoThe president reviews the estab- with having appropriated rifles be- Mitskogea town lots in 1902. Sylvester
Following is a list of the commit- line lamps in the store were burning NEGRO MADE GUN PLAY
lishment of the present government longing to the Twenty-thirU. S. in- Rush, of Omaha, will again have teemen:
poorly and the proprietor went down
AND WAS CALLED COIN
of Porto Rico hy the Foraker act He fantry, when passing through" north-e- n charge of the investigation.
Executive committee O.- - H". Kin- - in the basement nd hegan pumping
exw
statute
New
the
the
Mexico
railhow
manner
some
Fe
the
Santa
directing
Kays
gasoline
uplthe air, In
William Boy lan, a deputy sheriff re- an
room
and
penses of the government are. to be road, about two years ago. The case
the
in
explosion
escaped
fitting on the La Garita, , arrived in
provided leaves some doubt whether has hung fire in U. S. court thib long
resulted. Mr. Ciddio had his eye- La.i Vegas last evening, having inx
t'i's function is not committed solely on account of the absence of materbrows, mustache and hair scorched, custody Tomas Maes, a negro, whose
to the executive council, but In prac- ial witnesses who have been stationhut was uninjured. The glass was 1 rother met death at the hands of a
tice the legislative .assembly has ap- ed in the Philippines. These soldiers
blpwn out of the windows and doors, posse some weeks ago, while, with
propriated for all the expenses other in the regular army, 5t. J. Ryan, Da- and the building shaken up, but the another, who also at last hit the dvnt,
tban for salaries fixed by '. congress vid Kelly and Jesse "SI Button, have
stock of goods wan damaged but very he was attempting to kidnap a young
a:id the president adds, "it is too jate1 arrived In Lbs.. V gas ..and will take
little.
elri from the Boylan ranch.-.,.- " ;
lfhts witness, rgtand in, this case, as
.
to reverse that construction."
r,
Flushing, , Y., May 10. When cour was an affecting scene in court when
It seems that the surviving brother
The president says thafever since! will also a score or more of railroad opened today, John F.'Melntyre, conn; the aged mother of the defendant
Marriage Licenses,
went to Boylan's house and made :a
the Institution of th present assem-Jmpfrom Raton ml elsewhere.
i sel
for Captain Peter C. v alked to where her son was sitting
Marriage licenses have been grant- gun play which didn't go this timo,
The panels of iwither the U. S. Wains, Jr., on trial for killing Will- tid threw her arms about him.. In ed at, the county clerk's office to
My the house of delegates has unl-- j
Billy Boylan stubbornly refusint'. iu
f ormly held up the appropriation bills grand or petit Juries bAvtng been iam Annis, began his closing plea. opening his plea,
Mclntyre said the Eugenio Sanchez, aged 42 years, and dance a cake walk as he did before.
until the last minute of the session completed, n additional venire wan Tire case may go to. the jury late to- tilling of Annis by Hains was a act Paz Sanchez, 23 years, both residing
Maes was to be arraigned before
ana has sought to use the power tojordered.lasued by tha court and an day but it is believed ' that Judge of God. He declared the
Baca,
Trinidad Sena in Precinct Nd.
meeting an at Rociada; also to Jose EHzio Cmde-lariaJudge
,
do as a means of compelling the con-- : adjournment was ;taken till tomorrow' Garrett bcd will adjourn court and accident and that the
5 this morning on the charge of carcaptain had no 61 years, and Maria Isabel ni'Tf nee of the legislative assembly morning at 1 Go'ciock.
T
give the charge tomorrow. There .Intention of killing Annis.
,
62, b6th of Chupaderos.
rying weapons and making threats.
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A Reliable Remedy

STOKERS MAKE

FOR

CATARRH

FIREMEN SECOND ENGINEERS

it

engl-neer-

cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased mem
pendicitis in a Philadelphia hospital brane resulting from Catarrh and drives
and is recovering nicely.
away a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
The special train, of seven cars 50
cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
of
California
Blue
the
Lodge
bearing
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
Masons, who are taking the "Travel Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

ing Trowel" to Anhuac lodge in the
arrived in El Paso,
Texas, Friday morning at 10 o'clock.
They were met at the station . by
Worshipful Master T. C. Lea 'and all
the past masters In the city.
The Burro Mountain Railway company has been organized with $500,000 capital.
The road will run from
Whitewater to Tyrone, Grant county,
New Mexico, ,a distance of fifteen
miles, with a branch ten miles long
up Deadman's canyon. The road will
be a subsidiary road of the Santa Fe
system. Richard Caples of El Paso,
Texas, la the agent.
The Santa Fe will commence Improvement work at Winslow within a
week and will open up the- cinder pit
with a gang of 30 men Instructions
have been received to ballast forty- two miles of track east of Winslow.
Stock yards all along the line have
been enlarged and improved to care
for the shipment of stock and altogether the railroad company is looking for a busy year.
Ed Dowling, trainmaster at Raton,
Conductor Maltland, Conductor Geo,
Brown,
Engineers Arthur Gregory
and' Si Perkins and Special Agent J.
H. Green, all of the Gate city, have
arrived in Las Vegas as witnesses in
the case of the United States against
McNamara, Guy A. Messlck and
Jos. Wernz, who are charged with
having purchased government arms
aunot
from parties who i were
thorized to dispose of them.
Mrs W. A." Murdock, president and
founder of the Grand International
auxiliary of Brotherhood of Locomo
tive Engineers of Chicago, was ten
dered an elaborate banquet at the
Hotel Coronado in Trinidad, Colo.
Members of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, "Brotherhood of
Firemen, the Order, of Railway ConV
their
ductors and Trainmen ; and
wives all attended in large numbers.
Mrs. Murdock is. on a tour through
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B. ENCAMPMENT

TO

BE HELD AT AUM0G0RD0

The following general orders anent
the annual encampment of the Dey
partment of New Mexico, Grand
of the Republic, were issued at
Santa Fe by Department Commander
John P. Victory nod attested by Jacob Weltmer, assistant adjutant gen
eral:
of.
Headquarters
Department of
New Mexico, Grand Army of the Re
public, Santa Fe, N. M.", May 5, 1909.
General Order No. 2. The 26th an
nual encampment of the' Grand Army
of the Republic, Department of New
Mexico, will convene at Alamogordo,
New Mexico, Tuesday and Wednes
1909. The council of
day, June
administration will assemble at 10 a.
m., June 8, for the transaction
of
such business as may come before it.
At 2 o'clock p. m., on the same day,
encampment will convene.
The ' commander of J. H. Blazer
post, No. 18, at Alamogordo, will de
tail one comrade for officer of the
day,- - one for officer of the guard and
one for general duty, who will report
to. the assistant adjutant general at
headquarters at 10 o'clock, a. m.,
Tuesday, June 8th. ' '
All department officers and those
on the staff of the department commander will have prepared reports of
the past year to be submitted at the
encampment. '..
The A., T. & S. F., New Mexico
Central, El Paso Southeastern and
Denver. & Rio Grande railways have
granted one rate fare for the round
trip"1 to Alamogordo,
return tickets
good until June 11.
Alamogordo is one of the "progres
sive and attractive towns of New
Mexico.- - Its citizens and Blazer post
are manifesting a heaity interest in
preparations to make the encamp
ment a success, and the department
commander liopes for a large attend
ance. . By commana or
jrVWNT P VICTrfRY.
Department Commancfer.
Official: Jacob Weltmer, assistant
adjutant general.
Ar-m-

.

TIPS TO A REPORTER
Fireman Rinsing and family returned yesterday from Chanute, Kan..
Ignacia Nieto, who Is satisfied with
his job at an ashpit, has been compelled to lay off on account of Illness. ,
"
There is still a shortage of train
crews in Las Vegas and several more
locomotives could be used to good
advantage,
J. Thompson is the familiar name
of a'youner man who baa just been
engaged as a" brakeman by the local
authorities.
Arthur Comstock, who had been
making good trucking freight, now
answers to. roll call In Billy Lewis'
'
'I
wrecking gang.
f
'
Roy Sund has been promoted to be
day car clerk in the local freight depot, having beeri succeeded on the
night shift by Roy Fugate.
Charles Buchanan, formerly
in the local storehouse, has
rip track
accepted employment on the
and isn't missing a day : nor a meal.
Brakeman H. M. Sweezy has " re'
,
sumed his passenger run with Conduc-.- ' Colorado.
tor 'W. J. Fugate, throwing Brakeman
H. L. Ward back Into the second dis-- '
Enlarged Homesteads.
'
''
....
office at Santa Fe has
The
land
trlct.
E. Marcotte, who recently returned received the list of segregations for
from San Francisco, Cal.v; is again the enlarged homestead act in northdrawing pay' ahf putting Id 'full time western and central New 'Mexico, in
M a locomotive carpenter at Las Ve- cluding a tier of townships in east
ern Colfax county, extending from
gas chops.
Edgar Akers, who till lately was the northern to the southern bound
employed as a teamster by J. P. ary, northern Guadalupe, southern
MEMORIAL DAY
Sayer, is now learning the ropes as San Miguel, southern Santa Fe, east
a fireman on the- New Mexico divis ern Valencia and eastern
Bernalillo,
'
ion out of this city.
southwestern Guadalupe and northMemorial day, with its sacred priv
Frank F. Zummach, a 'member' of eastern Socorro counties.
will soon be here. f
E. D. Stansell's bridge gang, left here
A rush for applications for home- ileges,
Forty-on- e
years ago General Logan
yesterday for Otero station, where the steads under the new act is antici:
burned bridges, Nos. 220 and 221, are pated.
designated the 30th! day of May a a
being replaced with new structures.
day for all Grand Army posts to ob
W. F; Buck, superintendent of moserve by placing flowers, upon the
Few Women in Asylum.
tive power, and M. J. Drury, mechaniThe Raton Range is responsible for graves of comrades.
cal superintendent of the Santa Fe the
In this way, each year, the day has
following: "At a recent meeting
railroad, have been visiting this city of the insane
been
Jtept. Thus have the remaining
asylum commissioners
and Albuquerque from their head- at Las
comrades
cherished and honored the
was
ascertained that
Vegas it
quarters in La Junta.
out of 218 patients in the asylum only memory, of those who have departed
Conductor Hansbro and crew of the So are women.
?A mean man who with each returning
anniversary
second district, went east yesterday read this
remarked that we must as there are new graves to be strewn
In
afternoon
charge of the second keep most of our women at their with flowers, fewer of those who re
section of No. 2, a train of deadhead Homes.
However, the fact remains member, more of those to be remem
equipment that is wanted somewhere thai New Mexico
(has more than a oerea tne Deautlful custom seems to
else badly enough perhaps.'
mau and a half in its insane
more tenderly to the people.
yards appeal
.
..
Edward Holt, who had been mixing for each woman
T 1.
ior sectional feelings is
there."
"ay
mortar for Smith & Meloney, is now
past, and where there are confeder
making studeht trips as a fireman on
ate soldiers buried in any
Posey County Votes Wet.
cemetery.
the south end. It will not be very ,Mount
Vernon, Ind., May 10. Posey it is requested that their graves shall
many days' till he is a
county is the sixth Indiana county to be decorated with flowers and with
stoker and making money hand over vote "wet" under the local
option the flag.
fist.
Posts are requested to attend di
law, having decided by a majority Xf
Conductor J. D. Burke and a bunch 1449 to
retain
the
saloons.
ma- vine services on the Sunday preced
The
of patients' were down town yesterjority is the largest yet obtained by ing Memorial day.
.
r ... . ..
day from the local railroad hospital, the "wets."
.'..
iuiiiion snouia De extended. to
'
reporting Conductor Mike R. Jones
members of Relief Corps, ladies of the
as getting along swimmingly considG. A. R., ard Spanish-AmericaA Christening.
war
eringly the truly awful ordeal through
veterans to attend church with the
Mr. and Mrs. Ignaclo Romero
bap.
which he had to pas.
tlzed their baby Saturday evening at comrades.
W. T. Blest, bollermaker foreman 5 o'clock
at the Church of Our Lady It ia suggested that patriotic exen
here, has received word from his of Sorrows. The baby boy bears its cises be held in the
public schools- - on
wife in' Wilmington. Delaware, that a father's name. Mr. and Mrs. Vicente the
Friday afternoon preceding Mem
daughter, Miss Corinne Blest, has Martinez stood as god parents.
orial day.
... .
President Lincoln's Gettysburg address will be read at" all Memorial
day exercises.
As the 30th day of May occurs this
f won,en
,
of."U
d K ome derangement or
?ick,nes
Vlt the organ
distinctly feminine. Such sickness can be cured is cured
year on Sunday, the commander-in- every day by
cnier requests that Monday, May 31,
be observed as Memorial day.
By order of
Weak Women
JOHN, P. VICTORY.
Department Commander.
Women
Well.
It acts directly on the organs effected and is at the same time a
Official: Jacob Weltmer, Assistant
(eneral restorative tonio for the whole system. It cures female
General.
in
Adjutant
the
complaint right
privacy
disagreeable
examinations and
,
treatment so universally insisted upon by questioning,
doctors, and so abhorrent to
Threat to Dynamite Jail.
very modest woman.
We shall not particularize here as to the
of
Waverly,
Tenn., May 10. During the
symptoms
those oeculiar affections incident to women, but those
rider trial here Will Abbott
night
full
information
as to their
wanting
and
means of positive cure are referred to the symptoms Com-mo- n
creeled much excitement by report
People's
Sense Medical Adviser 1008 pages,
ing that night riders In general were
revised
newly
and
Edition, sent fret on receipt of 21 one-ceto dynamite the jail dur
preparing
to
cover
stamps
cost of mailing o..'?or, in cloth
this
It is also rumored that
trial..
31
ing
for
binumg
stamps.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
jdyn;imrte was found in the cells at
' the jail.
'

.

quickly absorbed.
Gmt Relief at Once.

ap-

City of Mexico,

;

;
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-
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William Harper. who is Interested ;constructiont so far as tne lawr waB
Is apparin the Antlers of this, city, and who concerned, Was nothing, it
ent that only the necessary tools,
also conducts' a ranch at Las Vegas,
provisions and bunkhouses for the
N. M., arrived
Guaranteed Waterproof
frpm that place Sat- men, made up the outlay. The roads
and Sold Everywhere
urday and states thai while business are as fine as you will find anyot 322
Is not looking as good as It. might in where, and leading up to the summit
HLWTMTCD WmCO
, fBttfOR IHt ASIUHO
the southern city, yet there is little of the range of mountains which is
the
Rockies,
the continuation of
complaint, and agricultural Interests
an altitude of
are picking up, says the Goldfield and which reaches
"A
is not a place where
there
11,000
feet,
(Nev.) Tribune. He says that conWill Decide.
People
At
cent.
6
siderable prospecting is going on In the grade goes beyond per
The city council at Santa Fe, N. M.,
he roads do not
the mountains near that city, but this time, of course,
has
repealed the ordinance which
direcreach the summit from either
that no real mining Is being done.
of both would have abolished saloons on New
Mr. Harper talks entertainingly of tion, but for the entire length
not exceeded. Year's day within, the city .limits, arid
his country, and discusses one sub- of them this per cent is
the prospect ordered an election to permit the peoknow
what
"I do not;
ject which a short time ago was a
for the completion of ple to decide whether they desire the
bone of some contention in the Ne is at this time
over the summit, but it is saloons closed.
vada legislature,
the handling the road
the
hope of the. people of that porof state convicts. It may be of some
Won't Slight a Good Friend, v
of the country that it will be
tion
interest to know that in New Mexico
Tf ever I need a cough medicine
a
in
sense,
since
this
will,
done
soon,
they" are used for the construction
deel ares
link, between the again I know wh at
and improving of the country roads, form the connecting
A. L. Alley of Beals, Me., ior
roMrs.
which
Las Vegas,
after using ten bottles of Dr. Kings
and the fact that for miles, across the capital and
about sixty miles apart. The success
and seeing its excelin
mountains
section
that
and
vajleys
is strong ar- - lent resuUs in my own family and
done
so
far
work
the
of
some of the most perfect highways to ...
in f l I'm- - rf wnrV! ti e- shnrt- others I am convinced It is the best
be found anywhere exist, would inmedicine made for coughs, colds and
instead
keeping them. Inner
dicate that the scheme is anything term convicts
trouble." Every one who tMea
In
confined
prison,
feels just that way. Relief is felt
it
but a failure.
"Still, in the penitentiary there at once and its quick cure surprises
"We have some of the best roads
are making all the different you. For Bronchitis, Asthma, Hemthey
the"
in
whole country," said Mr. HarLa Grippe, : Sore
Croup,
of brick, from the ordinary red orrhage,
kinds
per last night, "and they were conIn chest or lungs Its suThroat,
pain
which
structed ' by the territorial prisoners. brick to the finest . vitrified,
50c and $1.00. Trial bottle
men. But the preme. Guaranteed
free.
Out from Las Vegas for a distance of employs many of them
tby all druggists.
the
to use only
fifteen miles In the direction of system seems tq beconvicts
term
or lone:
Mrs.- - Edward G. Lichtenstein, wrho
Santa Fe, and approaching the Pecos life term
short-tim-e
man
goes
the
while
spent the winter in one of Dr. J,. H.
forest reserve, Is a road which is al- there,
So far, it is working Sloan's cottages on Cerrlllos road,
roads.
the
on
most as perfect txay a boulevard;
t?
resulting in a has decided to remain In Santa Fe and
while coming out from Santa Fe in excellently, and
benefit to the terri- will take up her residence in the
of
dael
great
the opposite direction,- and for the
,
house formerly occupied by Mrs. V.
same distance, they have also con- tory.".
White, on Galisteo street.
structed another equally fine stretch
and
Constipation.
Biliousness
of roadway. The terminus of the
Whooping Cough.
For years I was troubled with
road Is at the border of the reserve,
This is amore dangerous disease
and
constipation, which
and an., attempt is being made to inthan Is generally presumed. It will
duce the national government to com muue
'
be a surprise to many to learn that
distance
by petite failed me. I lost my usual
plete the intervening
deathg reguU frQm lt than from
either constructing the road them force and vitality. Pepsin prepara- scarlet fever. Pneumonia often raand cathartics only made mat i suits from it. Chamberlain's Cough
selves, or allow the territorial gov tions worse.
I do not know where Remedy has been used in many epl-- I
ters
ernment to continue until the road
should have been today had I not demies of whooping cough, and
Stomach and ways with the best results. Delbert
spans the reserve and is connected.
. Chamberlain s
It:
"I am not in a position to say how Liver Tablets. The tablets relieve McKeig of Harlan, Iowa, says-o111
feeling at once, strengthen the "My boy took whooping cough when
many men are engaged, Or were em the
digestive functions, purify the stom nine months old. He had it in the
ployed in the .building of the high- ach,
liver and blood, helping the sys winter. I got a bottle of Chamberway, nor am I prepared to say just tem to do its work naturally. Mrs lain's Corfgh Remedy which proved
what the expense was to the terri Rosa Potts, Birmingham, Ala. Thesa good. I cannot recommend it too
tory. But since the actual cost of tablets are for sale at all dealers.
highly." For sale by all dealers. .
to-wi-t,
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Fads for Weak Women

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
It Makes

fi

Strong,
Sick

.

:

'

-

'
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AGENCY FOK BUTTERICK, PATTERNS

'
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$20,00 Sale of $30,00 Suits
Continued All Next Week,
should you let an opportunity like thissslip by? Each garment so priced is a
the price, a bona-fid- e
reduction from a former extremely fair
genuine bafgain
The
to
from
to'
chanct
sa?e
$10.00 on a suit that is absolutely perfect in
$5.00
price.
not
come
respect,-doeevery
jour way every day.
'
In this very special lot are:
s

'

...

s.

Suit of novelty striped Panama cloth, worth ........
$30.00
$28. 50
Suit of grey and white striped serge, worth ......
$28.50
Suit of Old Rose Chiffon Panama cloth, worth
Suit of grey, green and white stripe herringbone serge, worth $30.09
Suit of reseda serge with persian silk collar, worth
$26r50
Three piece Suit of navy Chiffon Panama, worth ...
.'.$26.50
.
And a score of others equally good.

.

-

.

Fancy

T
'

Parasols

Muslin

Play Clothes

Underwear

for Little Fellows

Fashion favors fancy para-;ol- s
this season and we are
fully prepared to meet all
demands, no matter what
the color may be. Our showing includes the plain blacks
and colors and plaids,
with many neat styles
in the linens.
to-get-

SILK PARASOLS- -i n
blacks, colors and plaids,
$2.50 to $5.50. ; ;
LINEN PARASOLS-- in
plain colors and with fancy
borders, $2.00 to $4.00. , '

Neatly made, washable,
The quality and value of
comfortable garments for our Muslin Underwear is too
the little fellows.
Better well known to need much
than you can make them comment. We call particular attention to our splenand cheaper.
did line of well made garments at popular prices.
ROMPERS-- iu olain blue
CORSET COVERS pergingham or blue and white
striped duck for children of fect fitting, good qualities
25c to $1.25.
2 to 8 years, 65c.
"

.

CREEPERS

of blue and

white and pink and white
checked gingham, for
babies of 1 to 3 years, 65c.
GIRLS" OVERALLS
made of heavy plain blue

CHlLDRENS PARASOLS gingham trimmed with
t
children of 1 to
neat styles jn all colors, 6white. For
40c.
years,
65c to
$1.50.

une7the

nt

-

.

'

"'

is the man who
has tried to get
the same service
out of some
other make

CONVICTS IN BUILDING ROADS

Ely's Cream Balm
It

just undergone an operation for

The Chicago & Alton has Installed
automatic stokers on its locomotives.
' The first installation
was ten automatic stokers, and these proved so
satisfactory than 26 locomotives including the fast passenger locomotives between Chicago, St. Louis and
been .likewise
Kansas City have
equipped. These automatic stokWs
provide an additional engineer. These
make the fireman an "assistant
enabling him to" devote more
time to the safety of the passengers
pnd, in case of emergency, the fireman is always there to take the throttle, his eyesight being in perfect con- '
dition, not being affected by the glare
of the firebox.
.'
These stokers are now i firing the
Alton's heavy consolidated
engines
on the longest and heaviest runs, and
are also used on fast passenger train,
with practically no variation In the
steam pressure and without any other
attention to the fire except the shaking of the grate occasionally, and,
moreover, the fire Is always in perfect condition at the end ot each run.

THE MAN WHO SWEARS BY
THE FISH BRAND SLICKER

HARPER TELLS OF USE OF

DRAWERS the
e
circular or regular style, 35c
one-piec-

to $1.50.

GOWNS-h- igh
neck, long
sleeves or low neck, sleeveless, 50c to $3.00.

'SKIRTS cwn f1,o.
st have ample width, 65c to
CHEMISR- excellent quahty, 75c to $2.25

Wrist Purse
o
MALE BY

o

o

Handy,'

Wv

CHA3.YaiIR3TEDT

MFG.C0.

Y

Unique,
Stylish,
la Black

;

and Brown.

$1.00

SANTA FE GREETS PATH
FINDERS;

its heavy load, to a pretty severe
test.
The tourists were lost twice and
nearly lost several times through difficulty in finding' the way from the
natives and by coming through the
mountains, instead of down the Uio
Grande, missed an enthusiastic reception from a committee of the New
Mexico Auto association, which went
up to Bernalillo in their machines and
waited several hours for the path
:'
i
finders.
NThe pathfinders are finding that'the Find
Help in Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
deep arroyos and high center roads
Vegetable Compound
with their numerous forks will make
night-goinWinchester, ' Ind. "Four doctors
impossible in the big run.
me that they eould never make
They will rest here over Sunday, mak- told
me regular, and
rest
of
the
via
the
the
ing
trip
that I would eventvalley. Torrance and the route
ually have dropsy.
I would bloat, and
of the Rock Island railroad to El
Paso, as the deep sand In the valley
pains.cramps
south of here makes it impossible to
and chills, and I
'
'
could not sleep
follow the direct route.
nights. My mother
wrote to Mrs. Pink-hafor advice.and
AGUINALDU PLANS TO
to take
I

THERS

SENDS WELCOMING DELEGATION
Following u an interesting descrip grand beyond any seen on the jour
tion of that part of the Pathfinders' ney although spring was but Juat
trip from Las Vegas to Santa Fe, as starting and things in the high alti
written by F. Edward Spooner, the tude? were not as( green as usually
the case,
official chronicler I the party:
At Glorieta an altitude of 7,000 feet
"It. is said to be thirty-eigh- t
milea
by air line, from Las Vegas to Santa was reached and Santa is 7,013 feet
Fe, the capital of .the territory of high so the breath came short when
hills were negotiated on foot to aid
New Mexico and the oldest
city in the the
car and also to
United State
It is not thirty-eigh- t
miles by the line followed by the take pictures, something that haptimes with F.
automobile used in the Pathflnding pened juBt forty-eigh- t
Ed.
camera.
back
the
of
Spooner
trip from Denver to the City of MexThe real tug of war came on Can- ico for. the flag to flag contest of next
October. It is 75.3 miles and much oncito hill, a real mountain going up
of that distance is up and down over from Apache canon. The hill was
mountains and through canons. No straight without thank you mums,
route ever traversed by an endurance such as are met up with in Pennsylrun has ever or will ever compare vania, and it ran up and up, it alto this comparatively short but in most seemed, to the very clouds. The
was low and the grade go
Billv Kninner. gasoline
reality lonar trip.
it would not run back to
that
steep
driver of the Pathfinder, called it a
carburetor. On two occasions
the
, scenic railroad.
W. E. Macarton, the
route " book compiler, called it by the car had to be backed to n point
names not printable and F. . Edward where it could be turned aidowiso
and then started after which it went
Spooner,: who has been dubbed the
"The toughest I ever saw'
through.
.Yankee .Pathfinder,
pronounced it said
and echo answered yes
Knipper,
' wonderfully picturesque
and also
from Messrs. Spooner and Macarten.
' hard. The hills went
and
hills
the
up
The run of the day was a reminder
went down, the forks ran In ell di
of the norri because o fliltervnt The
were
rections and
confusing, the
cut down to make tlw
towns were far apart all day and trees had been
had been left
the
but
road
stumps
whT renrliort vrrA rpnllv tin ta7n
the center of the road
along
standing
at all and, to cap the climax the. peoand in the ruts. And the ruts was.h
ple all spoke Spanish and lived in out and are worn out to a
dep.h that,
adobe houses. None other than naclance cauaas he
an eleven-inctives were met on the road. For with
axle to strike. The car is thr. stradtunately the party induced Simon dled over the rut and then cunn-Bacharach, a prominent merchant of trouble from the
stumps at th3 roadLas Vegas, to go along and then
to
the danger zone,
and
side
a
drop
kidnapped him and took him to Santa the real road. ' Oftentimes in such
Fe. Mr. Bacharach did the , intercases the car gets on the tip and out
preting and picked up natives all of it goes every one but Knipper who
along the route as super cargo. These somehow by clever work managja
natives were old and young and al
to p"H It out. Then there are the
though automobile riding was a nov- arroyos and these are sandy and some
elty insisted on charging at the rate tirr.en have water In them when wadof about ten cents per mile for the
ing has to be dona to learn the
privilege of riding a few miles and depths. The arroyos make the 'route
guessing at the route. One gentle- of the flag to flag contest a purely
man, Don Ramon Gallegos, of San
dry weather journey, but fortunately
Jose, a storekeeper, and the only the rainy seasons are known. Durmerchant in the little town of one
ing these seasons only an amphibious
hundred and fifty Inhabitants,, living motor boat, automobile and motor
in adobe houses completely surround- boat combined and perhaps a balloon
in
ing a great square with a church
combined with, them all, could ever
the center and also county commis- take an automobile through this
sioner in the county of San Miguel.
country.
proved an ideal guide ana aisu an
Met by Delegation.
to
tourists
ideal host He forced the
Ve sent out a welcoming
"Santa
stop and eat dinner god Mrs-- .Gaiie
nine 'miles headed by R.
delegation
fill
and thejn
gos fed them to their
of the city counL.
president
Baca,
some. To the delight of the tour'
E.
Coard,
private secretary
and
cil,
ists the senora showed them through of the secretary of the territory. A
a home of nearly a score bf light warm welcome was accorded the
of that
pleasant rooms located back
tourists, especially warm, as it had
forbidden adobe front. The Don
been supposed the route would go Via
went along with the party and only
The change was made ny
went wrong twice during the nearly Lamy.
Manager Spooner for the reason tnat
fifty miles of turns, and twista the
and
Lamy hotel burned 'lately
Paththrough which he carried the
was
it
roads
the
to
tough
finders. The route lay along the line owing necessary to. split up the
of the Santa Fe railway to be sure thoughtto
route
Alhuquerqu.3 in two parts."
but. 'it also lead 'away and then back
' and bo on. It also led through the
Hard Time In Mountains.
Glorieta Pass, across the bid battle
The pathfinder for the flag to flag
field of Rebellion days and then Into
run from Denver to the
endurance
a
Apache canon. This canon proved
covered 75 miles on
Mexico,
mtv
of
tank
in
the
pvzle with tbe gasoline
of
their tour, reaching
rather low and the hills being from the sixth day
4:30
at
Saturday evene
and
cent
Albuquerque
per
twenty to thirty-fivwork from
straight up the tourists had some ing after a hard day's
rocky
Tijeras
the
Santa
rough,
Fe,
troubles of their own, but managed
mountains
the
canon
a
through
without
pass
them
of
using
to get out
block and tackle. The scenery was east of this city, putting the car, with
'
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NEW PERFECTION
Wick Blue Fisme Oil Cook-Stov- e
Because it's clean.
Because it's economical
Because it saves time.
Because it gives best
cooking results.
Because its flame can be
regulated instantly.
Because it will not over-

-

14

.im

ii

mi in fhl

;

--

I

rl'

H

heat your kitchen.
Because it is better than
the coal or wood stove.
Because it's the only oil
stove made with a
useful Cabinet ' Top
like the modern steel
range.
nrkpr rpa?ons see stove at vour dealer's.
or write our nearest agency, iviaae in tnree
sizes. Sold with or without Cabinet Top.
-

;

n

The
'

J. JLsUjnp
iTZ3
'SLgr
T

cannot
iqualed
ot itt bright and
struction
steady light, simple
and absolute safety.
Equipped
with latest improved burner. Made of brass throughout
to
An
ornament
any room,
and beautifully nickeled.
parlor or bedroom.
whether library, dining-roodealer's.
at
not
if
your
Write to our nearest agency
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
AT

rl

,

LOOK THEM

'

In 'Our.

.

REPOSITORY

Charles Ilfeld Co.
'

began
LydiaE.Pinkham's
Veeetable Com
VISIT UNITED STATES
f
pound. After taking one and
bottles of the Compound, I am all
again, and I recommend it to
Manila, P. I., May 10.
According right
Mbs. Mat
every suffering woman."

-

THE PLAZA

one-hal-

to reports from the province of

Cav-it-

Sr. Aguinaido, once president of
the Philippines republic, will pay a
long contemplated visit to the United
States during the coming summer.
Since emerging from compulsory protection of the federal government on
July 4, J901, Aguinaido has been a
ciose resident on his hacienda, about
fifteen miles from the naval station
',
of Cavite.
His interest. In' local politics has
not been especially marked, and his
life has been one of quietness and
rural retirement
For several years
back Aguinaido has devoted considerable study to American politics and
conditions, and has expressed him
self as desirous of making an extended visit to the E?Aados Unidas.
It is now stated that the trans- Pacific voyage will be undertaken
about the beginning of the heated
season, which indicates! that a start
will be made early in July. The Al
exposition is giv
en as the principal object of the visit,

Try Qur Yankee Coal

Deal, Winchester, Ind.

Hundreds of such letters from girls
and mothers expressing their gratitude
for what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has accomplished for
them have been received by The Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Company, Lynn,
Mass.
Girls who are troubled with painful
or irregular periods, backache, headsensations, faintache, dragging-dow- n
ing spells or indigestion, should take
immediate action to ward off the serious consequences and be restored to
health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. Thousands have been
restored to health by its use.

If you would like special advice
about your case write a confidential letter to Mrs. Pinkham, at
Lynn, Mass. Her advice is free,
and always helpful.

No soot and little ash

2000 FOUUDC

line-Lo-

iELLY smd GO

GRO&&,

(Incorporated)

v

WHOLESALE MERCHANTS
WOOL, HIDES

n

DASH

.'

,

-
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properties of the Giraux Consolidated
Copper company and other proper
ties controlled by the ssme interests.
Mr. Cole is a member of what is
known as the Cole-Ryasyndicate,
owning the immense copper proper
ties in Montana in which John D.
Rockefeller pnd H. H. Rogers are the
principal stockholders.
These interests are the most prom
inent in the formation of the Interna'
com
tional Smelting and Refining
new
company
the
$50,000,000
pany,
of which Dennis Sheedy was recently
elected . vice president
"Plans have been under way .for
over a year to bring the large copper
producers of the country Into an organization which would have for its
object the curtailing of the output
of copper and securing a more sta
ble 'market," said Mr. Snedaker. "I
'
understand that the Guggenheims
a
have
and the Calumet-Heclpeople
been the strongest objecting forces
to the plan and for that reason it had
not been perfected sooner."
Telegrams from the east stated that
W. E. Corey, president of the United
States Steel corporation, had been selected for the head of the new otr
ganlzation and that Mr. Rockefeller
and H. H. Rogers were very prominent in the plans, as were also the
other large interests in the steel
trust. The impression " given wa8
that a big holding company was to
stated
Mr. Snedaker
be formed.
Thursday morning that the plan was
not to form a holding company, but
tosimply bring the big producers
mutual
gether so that a definite and
understanding could be reached which
of copwill stop the
per and secure a more stable market
condition.
He had not heard how far
the plans had progressed since he left
n

the mutilated and decayed remains
of a man which had been unearthed
from a shallow grave and partially
eaten by coyotea, some miles from
that town.
The body, which had a bullet hole
through the heart, is believed to be
that of E. P. Swartz, a man who
operated a private detective agency
in Williams several months ago, and
who mysteriously disappeared with
his partner Ave monthsago. Careful
search failed to show any clew to the
fate of Swartz. That the man wa
mnrdpred bv some person or persons
whom he was investigating, is be
lieved to 'be certain.
An inauest will be held and sen
sational
developments are expected.
'
. .
h
r
The Doay was so iar uecayeuJ on
to almost defy identification, hut the
clothing and a brier pipe found near
the body proved it to be that of
Swartz.
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Retail Prices:
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Vaft

I f-

ar

nnn lh. tn - nnn Ih
inn Ih
pch dellvprv. ice nt?r 100
to
Ibs.v
each
lbs
200 lbs.9
1,000
delivery, 30c per

50 ids., 10 200 ids., eacn delivery, 40c per 100 ids.Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs. s

PURA COMPANY

AQUA

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors' of Natura Ice, the
jurity and lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas

famous.

Office:.

701 Douglas avenue.

3

.

Lamb Crop.
Reports from "New Mexico ranges
indicate that the lamb crop will he
better than had been at first anticipated. While the losses were' heavy
last month the weather this month
has been very favorable and the crop
will average 75 ,per cent.
Jake B. Myer has commenced vit
in the second judicial district court
at Albuquerque aganist John O. Sandoval to recover $213.56 alleged to be
du.i him aa a part of a depredation
claim, for which he was to an u i one
third.

Browne & Banzanares

o.

WHOLESALE GROCERS

Seds

and Sssdars

Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.

t

,

,

Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

-

'

Headquarters in the Territory for

iiits

)lows. Agricultural
Fill

LINE

Of

MEXICAN

.

MIME SOAP

Meet your Friends at

Opera Bar
D. L. CHAMBERS, Prop.

,

'
x

Old Taylor Courbon

&

Sherwood Rye

Served Blreoi front Barrel

n

v
Denver.
Mr. Colo and Mr. Snedaker went

and PELTS

WAGONS, tho Best Farm Wagon made
RACINE "SATT LEY CO., Vehicles
NAVAJO BLANKETS

-

plans.
Decaying Body Found.
from
Mr, Snedaker has returued
A special from Williams, Arizona,
Mexico, Arizona, New Mexico and
Two Mexican sheep Aerders
California, where he weat in com says:
yesterday morning discovered
pany with Mr. Cole to inspect the early"

:

Eamt&aa Vega; N.M., AtbuQuertuo, M. M.,
Tuoumoarl,
N. M., Poooa, N. M., Logan, N. M., Trinidad, Colorado

NOV ADMITTED TO BE UNDER VAY

Cole-Rya-

A

prices--

COOKS LUMBER CO,

and Seattle will be the.eity at which
his landing on American soil is made.
While in the United States, . the
and
Journey will lead the
his party over the greater, part of the'
country, and when in the city of
Washington, President Taft and Admiral Dewey will be given an opportunity for renewal of acquaintanceship made in 1898 and 1900; 1,

to Arizona, where they inspected a
1
bepew property on w&ich $500,000
ing spent for development work, but
it was stated that the location and
prospects of this- property were not
yet ready for announcement. A new
company will be formed to carry on
the work. Mrs. Cole came to Coloralives in
do to visit a sister who
Boulder and Mr. Cole went to Mon
tana,- - where he met John D. Ryan.
Mr. Cole will prohablji be in Denver
in about three months.

west

PHONE MAIN 56

COMBINE OF COPPER INTERESTS

Rumors of a gigantic combination
of all of the copper interests in the
country being formed were confirmed
'
in Denver, Thursday
by
morning
James A. Snedaker, consulting engi
neer for the
syndicate,
who has just returned froma trip
tc Mexico with Thomas P. Cole. Mr.
sneaaioer. says tne plans nave Deen
under way for about a year, but. sev
eral of the large producers could not
be Induced to join the combination
the
and that refusal had hindered

TO THE TOIL

Everything in the building
complete stock of wall paper.

Mouses

''

Hill Iffrlll'm

have a good variety of Rubber

Tire Buggies and Surreys which
we are offering at a bargain.

'.,

,

'

RAiblier: Tire Vehicles

DAUGHTERS

g

'

?

Billiard Hall in connection.
PREPARED INSTANTLY. Simplyadd boil-i-n
a water, cool and acrve. 10c per package at
ail grocer. 7 flavors. Refuse all substitute.

520 Douglas Ave

R Las Vegas, N,M,

'.
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Fostotfloe at East
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OF SUBSCRIPTION.

RATES

Dab
Per Year by Carrier......

..$7.00

Per Month by Carrier. . ........
Per week by Carrier. . .......
:
Weekly.
One Year. .....
Six Montbs
,

'.'

.65
.20

.

..............

.$2.00
1.00

THE RESERVOIR PROJECT.
The wings pf prosperity have begun to flutter faintly over our community, and their movement. Blight
as it has been, has caused most, of us
to elt up straight, open our eyes and
The
take notice of what may be.
Optic wishes to repeat that whatever
Increase in material advantage may
,be In store for us, it is inevitably to
be found in the broad and fertile
acres that are now unbroken. We
commust become an agricultural
munity II we wish to grow.
,

Juela reservoir has been a, hope;

Jl

pros-nero-

sev-

eral times It has verged on the sphere
Of reality; but not until last Friday
has It loomed so prominently on the
horizon of our prosperity.
On that
day the board of trustees of the Las
iVegas grant entered into a 'preliminary contract with D. A. Camfield,
who is Currently reported to be one
tjf the biggest irrigation men in the
soun try, providing that he should be
given sixty days to make a survey of
the Sanguijuel$ project preparatory to
entering upon' a contract to build the
reservoir. This sounds good to our
If Mr. Camfield,

else, can convince us that he is com
petent and that he can build an Irrigating systems that will reclaim 10..009
acres of land near this town, we are
of opinion that he;hould fee'iehoour- aged in every possible manner, and
that his treatment should ;t)e liberal
indeed. The grant board nowever,
ahoiilil b extremely careful to know
that the man to whom they trust the
Sftninilluela matter is reliable m ev
a financial
ery way, and Jiiot merely,
'
adventurer. ,
When tie: time comes to frame the
final contract for the building of the
Sanguljuela reservoir, the man who
gets it should be ready to produce
every sort of security that may reasonably, be required. If he does this
the community and the grant board
should go to him "bag and baggage"
The
and assist him at every turn.
Optic hopes and believes that Mr.
Camfield la the right man. His rep
utation and connections bespeak him
such: We hope he finds the project
to his liking and that a contract sat
isfactory to the community and , to
Mr. Camfield! will be signed and work
heeun on the reservoir, at the earliest
possible moment. If we get an irriga u
tion system, we can turn up our nos-and
TirnnoRRd
new railroads
vp ahv
a
tempobut
mean
that
other things
rary betterment of our conditions.
Improved and watered, farm lands' will
mean a substantial ana inrmug community of" "from 12,000 to 15,000 people, a community that will be
year in and year out, because
it will take its prosperity from the
soil.
;
'

'

ears.
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WHAT WOULD

YOU

DO?

The news cornea from Omaha that
a collection, agency has been started
there for the sole purpose of collecting alimony for divorces. For those
of a speculative turn of mind this
will furnish material out of which a
complete, system of domestic and economic philosophy may be constructed. It Is notorious that systems of
philosophy never get anywhere anyway, and so it will be jus as sensible
to cogitate on this new departure in
anyone collection agencies aa it is to theor- -

or

'

Does not Color the flair

SqS"

AVer's Haif Vigor is composed of
Show this to your doctor. Ask him If there is a single

injurious ingredient. Ask
him if he thinks Ayer's Hair Vigor, as made from this formula, is the best preparation you could use for falling hair, or for dandruff. Let him decide. He knows.

ihe nature cf deity, the existence of a hereafter or the
of psychosis without neurosis
,.
more si.
and
Perhaps
For example,-I- n . this collection business, jitjwill be possible to get right
down to"1 tangible, though1 s'ad, re s
Suppose you enould Tecelve a
letter ; like this: "Mr. Smith: You
were divorced last January--Sin- ce
then you have not paid your wife any
alimony. - Unless you payup in ruu,
and immediately, the divorcee directs
us to inform you, .that she will make
application to havjj tke, decree of di
vorce set aside ori the ground of
and will pray that you and
e
she be restored to eacn oiner. itubi.-lnthat you wish ioavoid any .diffi
we
culty such as we have suggested,
are, yours iruiy,
"The Divorcee's Agency of Omaha."
There Is a stern, hard faced reality
for you. Now, what would you do?
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TRADE AT HOME,
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vice-versa-
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To the Editor of The Optic.
The attitude inj the mam 's jctf

Vegas; towards thef .many demanda'cf
our growing city: 1$ praiseworthy, to
say the jleabL t The appeals for contributions to tftl numberless enter
prises that consTantify loom up are re
sponded I tOj cheerfully and fully. Seem- mgly'mqney in- Las Vegas is "easy."
Yet thousands upon)thousands of dollars are yearly sent out of Las Vegas, that, if given circulation in the
home town, would." copnt enormously
in its improvement anoV greater beau
ty. Certainly we are , thankful for
wnat has Deen scoompnsnea py our
The strides
zealous townspeople.
the last
that have been made-durinfew years are tremendous the elec
tric car, the scenic road and the Com
merclal club all place our city in the
army of progression. The future is
bright' before us A promising nat
TAFT SENDS SPECIAL
ional government, a good city gov
ernment, no sympathy railroad or
CONGRESS
MESSAGE TO
other strikes,, with the demand for
good labor In excess of supply, truly
we arebound to realize the ambition
(Continued from Page 1)
he ari occasion for surprise, nor in of all a prosperous and beautiful city
dealing with a while people can it with the kiss of a glorious climate.
bo made the basis of a charge of in- There Is one great factor, however,
and a prime one,, too, that demands
gratitude."
Immediate recognition the ladles
The message, concludes:
"When, we; with the consent of the bless them! To them 'tis said we
neople of Porto Rico, assumed guard owe the rise and fall of nations,
ianship over them and the guidance them we owe much of the beauty ol
of their destines we. must have been Las Vegas, and to them we now look
conscious that a people that had en to complete its happiness and pros
joyed so little opportunity for educa perlty. Good ladles, remember well
tion could not be expected safely for and bear in mind that your comfort
themselves to exercise the full power is derived from Las Vegas. That your
Ufrwtf government and the present de bread and butter and marmalade are
velopment is only an indication that earned in Las Vegas, professionally
rewe have gone' somewhat too fast in and otherwfee. Therefore, kindly
the extension of political power to turn the compliment and patronize
home industries. The eastern firms
tbeiu, for their own good.
not
recommended
from whom you are getting your
may
The change
immediately convince those control- household supplies as , well as clothare helping to
ling the house of delegates of the mis- ing, and whom you
talre they have made in the extremity build mansions, are not called upon
to which they have been willing to re daily to take so and so many tickets
sort for political purposes, but in the for the various causes presented.
long run it will secure more careful Your lawyer husbands, as well as the
and responsible exercise of the power physician's and dentists are not pushed aside for the price list and catathey have.
'
"There is not the slightest evidence logues of eastern talent, with our
that there has been on the part of the merchants supporting a retinue of
high priced help in good or bad seagovernment or any member of the
to
council a disposition
usurp son that would do credit to the paauthority or to withhold approval of tience of Job himself. Remember all
such legislation as was for the best that. If would cause much inconveninterests of the island or lack of ience and delay for them to close
sympathy with the best aspirations their shops when you are in urgent
of the Porto, RIcan people."
ijeed of a paper of pins, a spool of

'Bering-- ' for a short
A few' speciais';'wKicii'
'
,
time at'SPOT CASH ONLY.
20
years,' fitted
Gents' Gold Filled Case guaranted
move- WALTHAM
or
ELGIN
a
17
jeweled,
with.,

r

-

;

ali-tle-

I

$1:

Gents' Silveroid Case, with a 7. jewel ELGIN or

......

.
v- 95.GO
WALTHAM, . . f
Ladies'' Gold Filled Case, guaranteed wiAjrftherv-ELGIN or WALTHAM movement, .
WE INVITE A COMPAItlSOtf OP OUK PRICES
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XTomen'$ Tan Covert

Boost
We are now makin? the finest beer in the Southwest.
tD
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PHONES MAIN 67, 61 and 32

'

,

store

cotton, the latest patterns or window
,.
shade.".,
,
y
When in receipt of catalogues from
outside sources, be good and ask your
merchant to send you. the article you
wish, even if he orders
specially.
You will get it as . cheap, .maybe
cheaper,- and you will be keeping the
home-mad- e
money at home. ,
'
s

end heifers, $2.855.35; stockers and
feeders $3.00 5.60: calve3, $3.25
6.75; bulls and stags, $3.005.25.
Hogs Receipts, 5,400 head; steady,
Invar-

,

47

mfirArt

2(1!

0(1(75)7

-

$6.907.00- Jight, $6.807.05; pigs,
$5.006.00; bulk of sales, $6.907.10.
Sheep Receipts, 3,500 head; 10
15c higher;
yearlings, $5.756.75;

.

.

;

lionw

-

SUBSCRIBER.

lambs, $7.258.40.

SCORES.
National League.
At Chicago St. Louis 5, Chicago 2.
"
American League.
New York Metal Market.
At Chicago
Chicago 4, Cleveland
Lead $4.25
. New York, May 10.
'
4.
Cleveland
2;
1,
8
53.
1
Chicago
13
silver
30; copper,
"
Western League. s
At Topeka Topeka 6, Omaha 1.
St Louis Wool Market.
At f)envre Denver 13, Lincoln 3.
St. Louis, May 10.-- - Wool market
At Wichita Wichita 3, Des Moines-2- .
high; territory western mediums 23
... ..
28; fine mediums 202.
-- At Pueblo
Sioux City 4, Pueblo 2.
American Association.
New York Money.
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee 6, LouisNew York, May 10. Prime paper
'
'
Mexican dollars 44; call mon ville 0.
At Minneapolis-Mlnneapol- is
8, Col.
ey 1
umbus 3.
At Kansas "City
Kansas City 13.
Omaha Cattle Market.
South Omaha, Neb., May 10. Cat- Indianapolis 14.
native
tle, 3,8000; steady; easier;
George Lemmle and wife drove out
steers, $5.00 6.75; cows and heifers,
$3.255.85; western steers, $3.50 to Harvey's ranch today, acconupany- 6.00; Texas steers, $3.005.25; cows tnw a hmfhor.in.l'i.ir nn: lita wlfa
BASEBALL

MARKET REPORTS.

--

34;

Exceptional Values

of Quality"

MEN'S HOSIERY

.:.S3J5

.

606 Douglas Avenue.

,

A. H. Reingrueber Browing Co.
of Lacs Vegas.

SPRING JACKETS
. .

-

.

EXTRA SPECIAL

the price is $5.00
we offer them at.

Jeweler eniOpticIaa.

TAUPERT,
N, M.

,

these are short or medium length coats
semi or tight fitting new sleeves,

E. Las Vegas.

Something unusually good for Men in the hosiery
line. A genuine maco fast color, half hose, in 6
shades oxblood, green, gray, tan, navy and black.

N.M.

V

r
lJC

A regular 25c value,
all sizes, special at.

Women's Rain Coats
At Special Prices

,

''''''

i)

May is herev and with May usually come showers.
Our Sale of Rain Coats then is timely. We place

la Our Shoe

An-- ,

epattmen t

on sale the entire lot, embracing an assortment of
splendidly made coats in several grades and shades

they are madejin the latest styles in vogue ' 'Auto '
coats, trimmed in buttons, new style lapels,
some with side pleats--somstraight pacts, others
semi fitting, silk or jfovert. The silk coats art either
fancy striped or plain, the plain come in Red, Blue
'
Brown.'Grey, All siies.
The prices have been cut as follows:
. ..V.
.
The $17.50 Coats- ...
$13.15
A. ....
The 15.00 Coats. .
10.95
.
.
.
8.95
The 12.50 Coats
N. .
v
...... 7.05
The 10.00 Coats.. .v.;.
If you need a Rain Coat you would save a few
dollars by buying now.

-

-

'

;

a--

rrv

.

S3J00,

$350, $4.00, $5j00

Specially Priced
We place on sale fa lot of Misses' coats nicely
finished, of good quality and good appearing
they are mercerized fabrics, surface lined in gosamer
just Tthe'thing'forlschodll children they come .in
Brown striped, Grey striped, "plain Brown, Blue,

Tan.

2.90
"

'

Everlasting Sock, 25c Pair

:

'

Ferris- Camden, New Jersey the finest and
Foh lUflffZe' ' r best
Misses' shoes ever made, we carry a very
large line embrasing Patent, Colts, Kids and Calfskins, Tan Kid,
Russia Calf, Oxbloods. Gun Metal's, button or lace, blucher or
straight thin our medium sole Oxfords or high shoes.
$150, 1,75, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00
.

The Sock that Needs do Guarantee.

The No Seam Sock

-

Made

ol the

x

Very Best Yarns

Linen Heel, Sole and Toe,

Non-Poisono-

.

Hygenic

Dyeing.
'

'

Three Thread Body,
Four Thread Sole,

Five Thread Heel and Toe.

About 50 different styles high or low shoes, Pumps, ties, Patents,
Vici, Tan. Red, fancy tops, canvass or duck, White, jtjlue, Pink.

F,OR MEN

Absorbent Sole
If your feet perspre you want this Sock.

L't

We handle the FLORSHE1M SHOE one of the best shoes made
they
sell East for 54.00,4.50 and 5.00. W sell them at the same price.
We carry a good stock both in high as well as low shoes in Tan.
Patent Colt or Calfskins.
-

i

We ABSOLUTELY GUARAN TEE
evety paiof shoes we sell
(except patents.) We want you to feel sattif.ed that'you get what
you pay for, and more.
,
-

'

-

We were fortunate in securing the agency in Las
Vegas, for the best Men's 25c Hose on the market.

-

n
J

The Best Men's 25c Hose Made

.

,

.

BABY SHOES

Misses' Rain Coats

value $4.00
Special .

We are all through with our alterations in our shoe
We are now prepared ta show the finest line, of shoes, department.
Oxfords or
Pumps in the city '..for Men, Women, Misses and Babies the new
shoe cabinets we have installed give us room for five thousand pairs
of shoes we have these' cabinets filled up to their capacity we aim
to sell nothing but the Best Shoes money can buy, we have gathered
together such well known makes as Krippendorf Dittman & Co.. of
Cincinatti, E.P. Reed & Co., of Rochester, fot our women's footwear

. ,

....

JUST RECEIVED
'
-

Emery Shirt$ for Mta

A very elegant'line in all the new colors
and

forSumer,

(,

r
"

.

, :

.,

combina-tion- s

j

Pleated Shirts Tan, Helio, Ciel,
umcu wmi, cuns on..
Grey, so popular this summer
Plaited-Co- at,
cuffs

$125

on.......... 1,75

,,.,.

..

.

"'"

.

1
.

I"l""lm,-,.v-

w
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'

"
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LA8 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Qualification
for,

tHe means for
selectinedruffanf

the best quality.
Our facilities;
our
our
equipment,

and

a complete stock

of all drugs and
chemicals esp-

ecially invite
your prescription
trade here.
WINTERS

;

DRUG CO.

Telephone Main 3

BRIDGE STREET
TELEPHONE

AND WE DELIVER

PERSONALS.

'

J. B. Clemens and G. A. Laney are
here today from St. Louis.
Frank Clark took the road to
s
Springs, from this city today.
E. E. Johnson is down town again
from his ranch home near Watrone.
Mrs. Drake is in the city ' from
.
Raton, the guest of Mrs. T. J.
Gal-aina-

Ray-wood-

,:

A

CAR

M. Pollard and P. 6. Meyers
aro among the New Yorkers in town
-

right from the BIG FACTORIES',
thereby saving the Middleman's
profit, and giving our Customers
.
the benefit. ,.',"
.

Dr. W. R. Tipton boarded the California limited this morning for Al'
buquerque.
Miss Mary Mack returned to town
last evening from a sojourn at Wagon Mound.
Conductor and Mrs. L. G. Maitland
a rived here yesterday from their
home in Raton.
E Woldfleld, Kansas City, and J.
Sutherland, Springer, registered at
the Central hotel today.
J. J. Laubach accompanied Steve
Biernbaum on a drive to Goloridri-nas- ,
Mora county, today.'
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Mennis, parents
of Mrs. M. E. Dutt,; are here from
DeKalb, 111., on an extended visit.
Julian Trujillo has returned from
Belen, where he had been employed
"by the Agua Pura company of this
"" '
'
'
"
.' "J
city. "
;
Harriet Katharine Davis came to
town from Albuquerque this afternoon and registered at the Castaneda
'
hotel.
'
S. C. Schlott is at home from his
tiiy. back to Indiana and he hasn't
yet' denied that circus story to a sim-gl- e
'

...

'

'

',

,.,

soul.'

,

.

,'

.,'..,

T. J. Schertz and M. B. Weaver ac
companied W. H. Comstpck to Las
Vegas from Newton, Kansas, Saturday afternoon.
'
'
Amos Hedricks. of the Gallinas
planting station, Is in the city today;
also, W. P. teadman from the same
.
government post.
General C. F. Ensley, who had been
in Las Vegas on Pythian matters, re- '
turned to his home in Santa Fe yes;
terday afternoon.
in
town
is
today from
Ed Duffy
Raton,' having been drafted to serve
his country a week or so as a mem.
?
oer of the V. S. grand jury.
.
C. Bruce Jones is at Hotel Castaneda today from Detroit and inter
vening . villages, towns and cities,
and without that wife of bis again.
M. D, Kapp and bride, former Miss
Esther P. Foutz, of Luoera, departed
for the home of the groom at Osate,
Mora county, yesterday by private
conveyance.
United States ' Attorney David J.
Leahy returned yesterday morning
fiom Albuquerque, where he had been
in conference with federal officials
regarding court matters' of the moment.
.
John R."Barkley puts up at the
Hotel La Pension from Denver; also
M. M. Gray from St Louis; Mrs.
Groves, Butte, Montana; Geo: A. M.
WiHson, Camden, N. J,; L. C. Leonard, Chicago.
The. E.' Young is a guest at the
hotel frpm Chicago; T. P.
M':AulIffe from Raton; W. S. Blair,
Kansas City; Jerry B. Farris and C.
E. Newcomer, Albuquerque; E. B.
"
,
Bradford, Denver.
- Jos. Lafferty arrived from Trinidad
this afternoon and leaves for Belen
ttfis evening, where he has "been
luRioted to a more responsible and
crative position than day car clerk in
the local freight office.
Dr. and Mrs.: J. W Grimes are at
th iEldorado hotel from Talladega
Rankin.
Springs, Ambaina; E. M.
Drover; T. J. Selders, Marion, Ohio;
T. K. Scott, Argentine, Kansas; L. W.
.
,
Flemlster, Kansas City..
J. W. Adams is at the New Optic
from Ranch Ojo det Venado; James
Vnufiban, Lynn. N. M.; P- - C Gallagher. Cimarron. N. M.; C. L. Sholes,
'

,

.

.

0
0
0

and sizes.
s
$3.75 for the $4.50 kind, all colors
X and sizes.

May be used as a Divan during
the day or full size bed at night.
$4.35
For this week, only

;

0'

..$2.00

have been
rated according to the promptness
with which each credit dealing- indi
vidual or firm has met. obligations.
The information has' been printed in
book form and makes a complete lo
cal report.. Some of the names have
been reported upon by as many as 22
merchants. Not only are established
residents being kept under tab, , but
every newedmer locating in the city
is given attention and 'put down in
the books. In addition to the book,
vi
otiHvlRtlon is issuing about 75
daily reports to Its members. These
reports are kept up to the minute, so
that the exact rating of firms doing
a credit businebs may be determined
from day to day.
-

'

Sanatorium Board Meets.
the
The Sanatorium board of
Knights of Pythias of New Mexico
is holding a meeting in this city this
afternoon to arrange to begin work
on the construction of the buildings.
The board consists of Chas F. Eas-le- y
of Santa Pe; Judge Howell Earnest of Clayton; and Dr. F. T. B. Fest,
C. M. Bernhart and O. G. Schaefer of
this city. Dr. G. G. McConneii, cnier
medical officer, of the order, is representing the supreme lodge.
H. Saiazar, of El Independiente,
evidently had the new publication law
d when he had the painting
don& on the new curtains 'that now
ornament and protect the front win
dow of this newspaper office on the
plaza.'. The lettering reads "English
and Spanish printing done."
E- -

Brought Down Home.
IDan Rhodes drove cut to the

rail

road hospital this afternoon and
'
brought Conductor Mike R. Jonesdown home in- - his padded, rubjbertlred hack.
Mr. Jones was attended on the ride
by his wife. . He was In an excellent
frame of mind and stated jocularly
that he was still worth several hundred dead men.
Tt will be remembered
that this
conductor recently underwent the am
putation of both limbs as the result
of coming into too "close proximity
with moving wheels of box ors in
the local yard.
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Those pesky flies are beginning to sing,
Which means,
;
put up screens.

a

i

Notice is hereby given, that George
WE HAVE THEM .
P Gerk, of Watrous, Mora county N.
M., who, on March 13, 1908, made
A large assortment of all sizes and kinds in the doors as well as
Homestead Entry No. 13583. for W
the japanned steel sliding window screens. Also the screen wire
SB 4 NE 4 SE 4 and lota 4,
in all withs. Phone Main 150.
5 and 6, Seu.6, Tp. 16 North R. 21 E.,
N. M.. P., Mer.'dian, has filed notice of
AND HAVE THEM DELIVERED PROMPTLY.
intention 'o make final Commutation
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Robert I M.
Ross, U. & Court Commissioner at
SOUTHWEST CORNER PLAZA
Las Vegas, N. M., on the 10th day of
1909.
June,
"
x
Claimant rames as witnesses:
"
Lee will represent the university
Winner of Contest,
N.
Ramon
Trujillo, of Watrous, N.
oratorical con
at
the
of
senior
F.
the
Lawrence
Lee,
M.;'. Jose C. Torres, of Gonzales, N.
v
test at Roswell in the fall. .
Mexcittes
of
New
at
the
University
M.; Meliton Montoya, of Gonzales, N.
. x ...
M., and William Naegelln, of East Las ico, was given first, place in. the anMiss Antonia Bernardinelll
and
Vegas, N. M.
nual oratorical contest, with his oraMANUEL R. OTERO, Register. tion, "The Spirit of the West," while and Alberto J. Garcia were married
T. J. Mabry, whose subject was "Pop- at Guadalupe church in Santa Fe.
ROCIADA RESORT.V
.,''
ular Election of United States SenaIn the Rodada valley, near the tors,''
second place, and
The erection of a magnificent Ma-- "
mountains. Everything nice. Write or Fred B. Forbes, - third place, with sonic temple at Santa Fe in the near
"The Aristocracy of the Intellect."
phone L. G. Qulggs, Roclada, N. M.
future Is now practically assured.
'

1--

Sidewalks.
Bids are invited for the construc
tion and building of "sidewalks and
crosswalks and must be filed in my office not later than Wednesday, May
12, 1909, at 8 o'clock. Proposals, must
state separately the cost of said wort
where cement, vitrified brick or
flagging are need. Specifications can
be seen In my office.
". ":
The council reserves the right to re

ON THE MOUNTAIN, ject en? or all bids.
City of Ias Vegas, N. M., May
OPENI Now ready for guests.
Carriage .Saturday mnrmuS. nvC 1909.
Brown7 TraddTAS.TAMME,
orders at Murphey's or
:
'
'""
'
Co!
City Clerk.
ing

1

'
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The giant kite will carry one dozen parachutes
feet high Monday afternoon. Bach para-i- i
l.opo will
be numbered and will make a descent
chute
from the great kite,
'.:?S2
,. ,.
');'.' Any boy uridet 15 years who will catch the
parachute bearing the; lucky number concealed
in our big clock will receive a
:

..''

ml

Prof. R. C. Crum of the Raton high
school has been designated as offi
and
cial reporter of precipitation
weather observer at t(he Gate city.
Call for Bids to Build Crosswalks and

1--

Las Vegas Lumber Co.

Mrs. R. N. Maxwell, editor of the
Leader, left Estancla for Kansas city,
where &he goes to have an operation
performed. Mr. Maxwell and Amos
Patterson will have charge of the pa
.
per' during her abser-ce-

HARVEY'S,
13

.

San

2

13,000
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Vegss Savings Bank O0

;

0-.-

20, 1909.

arrived in
Local Rate Book Issued.
the city from her home , in Eagle
The Business Men's Protective as
Grove, Iowa. She comes to attend
sociation at El Paso, Texas, is on the
the trial of her son, Guy A. Messlck,
'
trail of every man who is doing a
who was a conductor on a soldier
business in that city. It has
train when some weapons' belonging credit
been
looking up the standing
busy
in the government were displaced and
firms who have
and
citizens
of
he and his brakemen, J. T. McNamara
wholesale
and Jos. Wernz are charged with dealings with retail and
result being that some
the
houses,
complicity in the displacement.
collected and
names

:

o

At The Las Vegas Savings Bank
there'afe neither spiders or theives. Put your money
there where no one can touch it without .your permission, where its presence will not tempt theives to
torture or murder you for it.
- ......

.(Not Coal Land.)
Department of the Interior, tJ.
Land office t Santa Pe, N. M April

Sapello.
Mrs. J. B. Messlck has

for the sale of the
ft Negotiations
Butler ranch; in the southern part of
Pueblo county, Colo.,, are bearing
completion, but ; late Saturday night
in the
parties who are interested
property declared that details of the
transaction had not been received.
The property consists of about
acres, and is held principally by
the heirs of General Benj. P. Butler.
Eastern parties aro attempting. , to
gain possession of the tract and in
tend to project an irrigation scheme
which will permit of the land being
divided into small . farms.
'Duripg the last- few months the
An option
deal has been pending.'
was granted 5n the ranch and the perhas
son who obtained the option
transferred it.
The prospective
purchasers are
able to carry through the immense
plan which fo in project and if they
obtain possession of the land it is
certain that the area included in the
tract will be placed under cultivation.
Captain E, B. Wheeler, who usually makes his headquarters in Las Vegas, has returned to Pueblo from New
York, in which city he had been ne,
gotiating the big deal

o

-

NOTICE

visiting him from Chanute,
Kansas, enroute to California,
her mother. They will
retirn soon' and establish their home
in Las Vegas.
L. H. Moslmann Is in from his $20.00 for the new
Ostermoor"
country place at Beulah today, ac(no tufts) mattress- companied by his sister, Mrs. Harry
Maurice, who is to meet her husband,
returning from Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
with a car of stock. Mr. Maurice recently purchased of N. B. Fontaine
the former Goke ranch on the upper
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
-

ABOUT TO BE SOLD

!

''

.

CROSS LEO.

Cashlr'
Asst. Cashier.

suc-cee- d.

0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00.0 0 Q 0 0 0

.

BLUER RANCH

F,

B. JANUARY,

LIKE FLIES TO SPIDERS

0 ",

Coocfees

T. HOSKIN8,

hoarded money is to theives. And like the spiders,
they spin all sorts of traps to obtain and often

0'"

Foliig

D.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

AND SO ON THROUGH THE LINE

been

BEN

M. CUNNINGHAM.
President.'
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President

0''

''-''-

cago.
Mrs.

J.

0

,

Metal

'o

...

in

'"

.v--

0

0- -

Seeps in IreaJMs
$2.00 for the $3.00 kind'all colors
and sizes. " ' " "
0..;
$?.75 for the $3.75 kind,' all color 0
!

.

r
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CAPITAL PAtO

J. M. McKelvy .wife of a trav $1.45 Cross Leg Canvas
and Mrs. J. C. Gale arrived in
auditor
for the Santa Pe rail
eling
the city yesterday afternoon from
Cots, worth
stationed here, has
way
company,
Raton.
Mr.

eelNationa

OF

'UnrilTUOE

''."

,

BIG

FIVE

OGOOOOOOOO4OOOOOOOOOOOfiOOi0S06

UHLOADED

'

Jack

today.

JUST

-

compounding
cornea
from long
experience, careful training and

experience,

a homeseeker from
Marshall, Mich,,
Anas. EJ Grimes. a: linotype
vi'eraior rrom Omaha
c r A
I'j.i.
ixj A. Dow,,
who is.;!now. engaged in
business for himself at Colmor; N. M-- ,
having purchased the stock of tooas
belonging to Lester & Col at that
place, came down home yesterday and
visited his family
til, todays"
H. B. Hubbard ,
of, the. Meridian
restaurant left for, Raton
yesterday
afternoon to participate in the 'triin
sheof there - todav.
"t vu.v
1 r
iun nuu
Wednesday. He is expected to add to
laurels already won at the trap.
H. M. Porter, of Denver. nresMent
of the Red River Cattle
company.
came up from the
Magdalena ranges
this afternoon and was
accompanied
to Raton by Dr."' J." M.
Cunningham,
who is a. member' of this
company.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Kline, who
had been the guests- of Mr. and Mrs
S. F. Glass here several
days, left
this afternoon for their home In Mar
ion,, Kan., stopping off at Springer
and looking after land matters a day
"
7'.
or two.
,
A. P. Meiklejohn, a former "station
F.gent here for the Santa Fe and now
employed as a traveling auditor for
the company south of Albuquerque,
m ent
through for that city from Trint-- ,
dad yesterday, in company with Mrs;
Meiklejohn. " '
Mr. and Mrs. John Loftus, of Chi
cago, who had visited mesa lands
here purchased a year; ago, left yes;
terday for Clovis, N. M., where Mrs.
Loftus will be the guest of two sisters several weeks. Mr. Loftus "will
return to home and business in Chi
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ARTICLES OF 1NCORORATION.
PENITENTIARY BIDS. " '
Mexicc
Office
New
of
of
Santa Fe, New Mexico, May 5, 1909.
Territory
Sealed proposals will be received the Secretary Certificate I, Nathan
Com
Jaffa, Secretary of the Territory of
COllING TO DUKCAN
by the Board of Penitentiary
missioners at the office of the super New Mexico, do hereby certify there
intendent; until 10 o'clock a. m., June was filed for record in this office, at
on the twenty- 1 1909, for furnishing and delivering 4:00 o'clock p. m.,
of
Las
the
VegaB
The management
Mexico Penitentiary, the third day of April, A. D. 1909, arti
New
the
at
opera house Is pleased to announce
supplies hereinafter mentioned, or so cles of incorporation of The Optimo
that It has secured' two Reading artmuch thereof as the board may deem Land Company, No. 5936, and also,
sufficient Payment for said supplies that I have compared the following
ists of the east, Martha' Alexander,
to be made In cash. Delivery of all copy of the same, with the original
violinist, and Edith Parker, reader,
supplies except perishable articles thereof now on file, and declare.it to
Alexander
Martha
the'
principals of
must be directed by the superintend- be a correct transcript therefrom and
Concert company, for a recital on
of the whole thereof,
ent.
Will Always"
In witness whereof, I have hereun
Samples will be required of all arti
Wednesday evening, May 12th, at the
cles marked with an asterisk num- to set my hand and affixed my offi
usual time.
day of
ber, and all samples must be labelled, cial seal this twenty-thir- d
showing name of bidder, and name April, A. D. 1909.
NATHAN
JAFFA,
and full description of article. Sam- (Seal)
April, A. D. 1909.
K
Secretary of New Mexico.
NATHAN JAFFA,
(Seal) ,
plea must be delivered at the office of
EDWIN
s
Asst
F.
Sec.
COARD,
not
later
than
the
New
of
superintendent,
Mexico.,
Secretary)
Articles of Incorporation of The
Certificate of Ineorporatlorr of The o'clock a. m. on said day. AH bids to
Optimo Land Company.
made
be
strlcty in accordance with
Las Vegas Sugar Beet Growers'
We, the undersigned, citizens of the
the conditions on , blank proposal,
Association.
of America, do hereby
We, the subscribers, certify that we which will be furnished by the sup United States
do hereby associate ourselves as a erintendent on application. No bids associate ourselves into a corporation
under and by virtue of the provisions
body politic and corporate under the otherwise made, will be entertained. of
the laws of the Territory of New
statute laws of the Territory of New A bond will be required from all sucand for that purpose do
Mexico,
ful
faithful
cessful
the
for
'
bidders,
Mexico, with all the authority
and
the following articles of
ten
hereby
adopt
within
of
fillment
contracts,
days
power granted and conferred upon
such corporation by and under said of award, and a certified check of 10 incorporation:
ARTICLE I
bid will be
statute laws with the nime and under per cent of the amount ofwithName The name of this corporabid.
the terms and conditions following, required to be furnished
tion is The Optimb Land Company.
Groceries, Meats, Etc.
which we hereby further certify.
" ARTICLE II
First." That the name of said cor- 40,000 lbs Fresh beef, prime quality,
Place of business and agent
The
Beet
Las
is
The
shanks
excluded
and
Vegas
necks
Sugar
poration
location of its principal office is No
Growers' Association.
,
to
Beef
be furnished at such 701
avenue, in the City of
Marfha Alexander
Second.
That said corporation is
times and quantities as the Las Douglas San
Miguel county. New
Vegas,
to be located in San Miguel county,
board may direct.
Mexico, and the name of the agent
Of ficia.1
This being the only date that could and its principal place of business and 2,500 lbs Bologna sausage
therein, and in charge thereof, and
be secured before their return to principal office shall be located at 2,000 lbs Pork sausage, in bulk
upon whom process against this cor
300 lbs Breakfast bacon
New York, it will come as a delight-- , the Veeder block, In the town of Las
All klnd of cement, sidewalk, plait ring, brick and stone work, Jobbm
poration may be served, is Stephen
In
New
the
and
Mexico,
3,000
lbs
agent
Vegas,
bacon
salt
Dry
B. Davis, Jr. This corporation may
ful surprise to the people of Las
of said office is John D. W. 3,000 lbs Lard compound, 50s
charge
also .maintain branch offices at such oromptly attended to. Only beat material used. .All work guaranteed.
Vegas.
600 lbs Oleomargarine
Veeder, whose postoff ice address Is
m
places as the board of directors may
?
r.
500 lbs American cream cheese
Miss Alexander has been before the Las Vegas, New Mexico.
from time to time determine.
busithe
t
nature
Third.
That
of
lbs
seven.
She
beans
2,000
the,
Navy
,
OFFICE AND YARD, 1020 NATION A L AVE.
PHONE OLIVE (Met,
public since the age of
ARTICLE III
ness to be
and the
''300 lbs K. Q. baking powder in, 5
was the first violinist sent by tlje es to be transactedor, carried purposBusiness
The objects for which
out
cans'
lb
permitted,
by
this corporation is formed are: To
government to the Isthmus of Pana- said corporation are as follows:
10.000 lbs Imperial high grade flour,
purchase, lease, or otherwise acquire
the
suof
one
was
To
the
and
her
ma) and
company
encourage
promote
or equal grade
lands and real estate situate in the
tergar beet industry throughout the
40,000 lbs Diamond "M" flour, or
first to make a return trip the next
or
else
territory of New Mexico,
'
to
New
of
'
Mexico;
grow,
raise,
ritory
equal
grade
season.
where, and to sell and dispose of the
and
sell
MOO
market
harvest,
beets;
lbs
Black
In
sugar
bulk
pepper,
same: to buy and sell lands real esMiss Parker has been filling im- to buy, sell, lease and mortgage any
1,500 lbs Rice
tate on commission or as agent, for
and to
portant' engagements in eastern cities and all personal property,
2,000 lbs Table salt in' 25 lb sacks the owners
thereof; to manage,, conuse
recent
and
a
cultivate
At
lease,
five
any
acquire,
the
years.;,
for
past
.cultivate and farm lands owned
trol,
necestate
and
all
real
be
that
may
whether
or
cane
beet
'
engagement for the Y. M. C. A. in
THE LAS VEGAS BARGAIN HOUSE
by it, and to improve the same by the
or useful in the carrying out ' 100 lbs Pulverized sugar
pro- essary
construction of houses and other
Los Angeles, the ; secretaries
of the objects of this corporation; to ' 1,500 lbs Macaroni, in bulk
JOBBERS OF
buildings and Improvements thereon;
nounced her work, the best of her pro- make, enter Into and execute con- " 600 lbs Raisins, good grade
to
an
mortsell
in
deal
buy,
acquire,
150 lbs Red chili, ground ,
fession, that had ever been presented tracts and guarantees of every kind
gages and other securities upon real
and character, sealed and unsealed, "
24 cases Sunburst
corn, .sugar estate; and
at the association."
generally to deal m lands
with individuals, firms; corporations,
corn
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
real estate within the territory of
"' " and
and associations, private, public and
60 cases Colton tomatoes
New
Mexico.
Work.
Roads
Good
300 gals Syrup, in 2 gallon jackets
Pushing
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
municipal; to contribute in any manIn furtherance, and not in limitation
ner to the expense in promoting, con
name kind
of
Engineer J, J. Meriweather has rethe
conferred
general powers
by
30 butts Star chewing tobacco' ;
or maintaining In San Ml
of New
turned to Raton after spending sev- structing
800 lbs Dukes Mixtures smoking the laws of the territory
guel county. New Mexico, a, factory
of
and
the objects and pur- ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION.
Mexico,
eral days in Santa Fe planting the for the manufacture of sugar, from
CONTEST NOTICE., .
tobacco, in 2 oz sacks
poses as hereinbefore stated. It Is fur'
' 12 doz House brooms
New Mexico Office of
of
(Serial No. 06427)
grounds surrounding the executive sugar beets.- Territory
ther provided that the company, shall
4 doz Scrubbing brushes
of the Interior, UnitedC
To do each and every thing neces
Certificate
I,
Nathan,
Department
Secretary
mansion. He is in charge of the
have also the following powers, viz:
ac
of States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
or
suitable
the
lbs
of
Dried
1,500
for.
the
proper
sary,
Territory
prunes,
Jaffa,.
Secretary
scenic highway construction between complishment of tho purposes, or the
(a) To purchae,' sell, dispose of
lha riHod
. .v.. unnlno
there April 24, 1909. A sufficient contest
and deal In person al property of all New Mexico, do hereby certify
Raton" fend the Colorado boundary and attainment of any one or more of the
was filed for record in this office at affidavit having been filed in this
, .... t
kinds;
1,000 lbs Oat Flake, In bulk
o'clock a. m. on the seven- office by Epaphras Lee Beal, contes
expects ta leave next Tuesday for objects herein enumerated or which
(b) To enter Into, make, perform 10:30
2,000 lbs Hominy, in bulk .
teenth day of April, A. D. 1909, cer- tant, against homestead entry No.
Silver City to consult with the Grant shall at any time appear conducive
and
out
contracts'
of
kind
carry
every
'
or expedient for the protection or
500 lbs Corn meal, In 25 lb sacks
14168, made May 4, 1908, for SE
and for any lawful purpose, with any tificate of stockholders
county authorities over the construe benefit
- 2,500 lbs Roasted coffee
of this corporation.
Beet Grow- Section 32, Township 17 north, Range
Las
of
The
Vegas
Sugar
or
association
person,
tion of a wagon, road from Silver
corpora
iirm,
250 lbs Crackers, In bulk
Fourth. That the amount of the toers' Association, (No. 5923) and also, 21' east, N. M. P. meridian, by Frantion;
250 lbs Crackers, in 1 lb pkgs
City, to the Mogollon mining district, tal capital stock of said corporation
that I have compared the following cis J. Dorsey, contestee. In which it
'
issue
To
debentures
V"
or
(c)
bonds,
6,000 lbs Mexican beans
the same with the original is alleged that Francis J. Dorsey has
Ten more convicts, two teams, a hereby authorized is five thousand
of
the
from time copy of how
obligations
company
4 cas3 Hops, In
dollars
one
divided
Into
lb
($5,000.00),
to
more
land
said
on
for
pkgs
file, and declare H
wholly abandoned
to time for any of the objects or pur- thereof
scraper. ; and other implements were thousand (1,000) shares of the par
18 cases Yeast Foam, In
lb pkgs
a correct transcript therefrom and than six months last spast, has never ,,,,.,
poses of the company, and to secure be
4 cases Salmon
shipped ly the penitentiary manage value of five dollars ($5.00) each, all
established a residence thereon and Is
'
the same by mortgage, pledge, deed of the whole thereof.
ment to Lynn,' on the New Mexico-- common stock.
200 lbs Dried currants
not now residing upon and cultivat
have
hereun
I
witness
In
whereof,
of
trust, or otherwise;
amount of the
40 lbs Green tea
Fifth. That-thColorado boundary, to rush to com
to set my hand and affixed, my offi ing said land as required by law, said ''
To
hold
and
(d)
purchase,'
stock
with
which
Feed
capital
corporthis,
and
Hay,
'
cial seal tnis seventeentn
pletion the work on the scenic high- ation shall commence business is two
day or parties are hereby notified to appear,
shares of its capital stock;
10 tons Alfalfa
respond, and offer evidence touching
way norl S of Raton so that work can thousand dollars ($2,000.00). f
(e) To purchase, own, hold and April, A. D. 1909.
60 tons Hay
said allegation at 10 o'clock a. m. on
NATHAN JAFFA,
vote upon the shares of stock of any (Seal)
be commenced South of the Gate
Sixth. That the! time for which the
40,000 lbs Oats
June 24, 1909, before Robert L. M.
of New Mexico.
Secretary
other
Is
said
to
is
corporation;
exist
4.000
to
lbs
Las
via
corporation
Santa
Fe
Bran
fifty
City
Vegas.
by the 'in Ross, U. S! court commissioner, at ''
(f) In general to carry on any Certificate of
(50) years from and after the date of
50,000 lift Corn
corporators and stockholders for Las Vegas, N. M. (and that final
other business in connection with the
'
, ,
Its Incorporation.
.10; tons Straw
the debts and liabilities of any and hearing will be held at 10 o'clock a.
Big Blaze at Tucumcarl.
and purposes- stated, and to
Seventh. That there shall be no
objects
all kinds whatsoever, of The Las m. on July 6, 1909, before) the regis- have and to exercise all of the pow
More trouble for the insurance liability on the part of any stockhold- 7,000 tons Mine Coal.
Run, free from slate ers conferred by the
Vegas Sugar Beet Growers' Asso- ter'and receiver at the United States
er
Of
of
New
reason
said
of
from
corporation by
territory
Tucumcarl,
agents Is reported
or other foreign substance, con- Mexico
-land office in Santa Fe N. M.
ciation.
hisi stock ownership for the debts and
upon
corporations
organized
tract to run from June 1st, 1909, under Its laws.
N. M. This time the fire is in the
We, the undersigned, all the incor- ..The said contestant having. In. a
liabilities of said corporation.
to May 31st, 1910
brick building of the Federal Banking
porators and subscribers of all of the proper affidavit filed May 4, 1909, set
Eighth. The first directors of said 7,000 tons Lump Coal, free from slate
that after due
to
is
which
have
are
Capita! Stock The amount or the capital stock of The Las Vegas Sugar forth facts which show
company,'
reported
corporation
hereby named and deor other foreign substance, cona corpora-- ' diligence personal service of this nocapital stock of this Beet Growers' Association,
been badly damaged by the flames. clared to be, George W. Ward, John
to run from June 1st, 1909, total authorized
tract
f
Territory tice can' not be made, it Is hereby
W. 'Veeder, Jefferson
corporation 13 Fifteen Thousand Dol tion under the laws of the certificate
Raynolds, - to May 31st, 1910
The cause of the fire is not known. D.
dered and directed that such notice
New Mexico,- under a
Max- Nordhaus and
lars,! divided Into one hundred and
Frederick
H.
and proper publica-witCompanies reported on the loss are Pierce, whose postofflce addresses are
Clothing, Etc.
fifty (150) shares, of the par value of filed herewith by said incorporators be given by due
12 bolts Toweling
the Secretary of said Territory, tion. Record address pf contestee:
One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) each
t he Fire Association, Aetna, Fire- Las Vegas, New Mexico, which ' said
6 bolts Heavy drilling
do hereby certify and declare that no Watrous, N. M.
ARTICLE V
men's Fund, National, Scottish Un- directors shall hold their office for
15 bolts Cotton flannel '
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register,
addresses
Of In- stockholder of said corporation shall
and
the
Names,
shares
first
three
months
after
(3)
the
ion Queen, Niagara, St. Paul, Hart100 yds Cadet Blue (Uniform Cloth)
of
reason
,,
be
his
liable
ownerships
by,
names
The
corporators
and
of
this
certificate
of
filing
postofincorporaford and London Assurance.
on flce addresses' of the incorporators, of any of the stock of said corporation i
sample from superintendent
tion.
'
'
- v
application
and the number of shares subscribed for any debt or. liability whatsoever I
The building is practically a new
CONTEST NOTICE
Ninth. That the names and ad
300 yds Cadet
,,
of
The
Las
said
the
Sugar
Vegas
(Uniform
Gray
the
dresses
all
of
Is
said
of
by
each,
of
which
aggregate
ona and was erected at a cost of
,
incorporators
(Serial No. 06283)
Cloth) sample from suprelntend-en- t three thousand dollars, are - as fol- Beet Growers? Association, and said '
between $25,000 and $30,000. The Hat and subscribers to said capital stock
u
on application .
,
''
.,
.'
corporation is created, and said cer - k, , TO
lows:
,;
,''-v
and the number of shares subscribed
:
I. Lt. J. , Al. .1..,
15 bdlts Shirting. Hamilton'
of insurance companies not given is for and taken
, tiflcate filed upon this express con
Stripes Katherine G. Sullivan.
;
by each are as follows:
April 9, 1909 A sufficient contest af-'
25 bolts
''
'
extra heavy
not complete and it Is understood George. W. Ward, Las , Vegas,' New
E. .Las Vegas. ,N. M. .10 $1,000.00 dition.:
filed in this of- 12 bolts Standard drill
In witness whereof, we have here- fldavit having been
"'
80 shares of stock; John' I).
Frank Roy, "
that others are Interested In stocks Mexico,
flee by Ramon, N. TruJIllo, contest-ant-,
1 bolt
Hair Cloth
unto
15th
set
our
hands
seals
and
this
W. Veeder,, Las Vegas, New Mexico,
Las
N.
.7.10
M. .
Vegas,
$1,000.00
against homestead entry No. '
carried In the building.
2 bolts Stripes (Uniform
of March, A. D. 1909.
80
Cloth) Stephen B. Davis, Jr.,
shares of stock;
Jefferson
..mi' i day
13972,' made April 16, 1908, for S
'.
from
W.
on
sample
Ward
Signed:
(Seal)
superintendent
George
Las
Raynolds,
Vegas, New Mexico, 80
E.;Las Vegas, N. M.. 10 $1,000.00
NW
S 2 NE 4 Section 3 .Town;
(Seal) ship 16
Signed: Frederick H. Pierce
snares of stock; Max Nordhaus,, Laa 6 application
Lived 152 Years.
ARTICLE VI.,
north,
Range 21 east, N. M. P.
White
cotton
gross
thread
Max
30
No.
Nordhaus
Signed:
(Seal)
80
Term The term for which this' corshares of 6
Wm. Parr England's oldest man-ma- rried Vegas, New Mexico,
Herman N. GHIIs, cone f
meridian,,
by
Black
: John D. W., Veeder
cotton
gross
thread
No
30
FT.
Signed
stock
(Seal)
Frederick
Pierce, Las Ve- 3 gross White cotton
poration is to exist is- fifteen years.
the third time at 120, worked
'
in which it Is alleged, that the '
(Seal) testee.
In witness whereof- we have here- Signed:'. Jefferson Raynolds
In the fields till 132 and lived 20 gas, New, Mexico, 80 shares, of stock. 3 gross Black cotton thread No. 24
N. Gillis has never lived
Herman
said
24
thread
No.
New
of
Mexico.
In
whereof we have hereun- 3
unto set our hands and seals this 22d Territory
said
nor inade any Im'
years longer.. People, should , ,, be to setwitness
land
upon
'
White
cotton
gross
of
es.
thread
San
12
No.
our hands" a.nd sals this 15th 3
Miguel
County
day of April. A, D. 1909.
youthful at 80. James . Wright, of
'
gross Black cotton thread No. 12
On this 15th day of March, A. D. provements thereon nor In anywav t
G. SULLIVAN
KATHERINE
day of March, A. D. 1909.
(Seal) 1909, before me, the
100 doz Turkey red handkerchiefs
with . the homestead t law.-- r
'
-undersigned, a complied
FRANK ROY
(Seal)
I feel just like a
(Seal) notary
young.
said
are hereby notified to ap
6 doz. Tailor's thimbles, ass6rted
llZl" rT'
in
parties
'
and
for the above
public,
STEPHEN B. DAVIS,' JR.
(Seal)
(Seal) named county
boy," he writes, "after taking six Signed : Max Nordhaus
sizes
pear, respond,', and offer evidence
,
and
personal
territory
or
New
(Seal)
r
Mexico;
Territory
bottles of Electric Bitters. For thirty
12 gross Front pant buttons.
D. touching said' allegation at 10 o'clock'
John D. Wj Veeder
. ly appeared George W. Ward. John
,;'
(Seal)
County of San Miguel ss.,
,
a.
24 gross Suspender buttons
m.
on
years Kidney trouble made, life a Signed:
7,
June
before
1909,
Robert
W.
Veeder, Jefferson Raynolds. Max
On the 22nd day of April, A. D.
Signed: Jeferson Raynolds
(Seal)
L. M. Ross, U. 9i court commissioner.
y 1 box Draftsman's
burden, but the first bottle "of this Territory
lead, black
oft New Mexico,...
1909, before me, the undersigned, a Nordhaus and Frederick H. Pierce, to
wonderful medicine convinced me I
at Las Vegas, San Miguel county, N.
Harware.
me
to
known
describbe
the
can
SSi
,.
persons
ol
In
'
Miguel
uuiiiy
notary public
and for the above ed
had found the greatest cure on earth,
M.
kegs No. 2 Horse shoes
(and that final hearing will be '
who
On this 15th day of March, A. D.
and
executed
in,
the
forego
and
county
apd
territory,
personally
3
to weak, sickly 1909, before
10
No.
held
a.
o'clock
at
m.
They're a
Horse
on
shoes
kegs
June 17.'
the undersigned, a
peared Katherine G. Sullivan. Frank ing instrument, and severally . ac- 1909 before) the'
rundown or old people. Try them. notary public me,
In and for the above 2 kegs No. 5 Horse shoes
register and receiver
the at
and
B. Davis, Jr., to me Knowledged that they executed
Roy
Stephen
50c at all druggists.
6
2
No.
Horse
the United States land office in
shoes
named county and territory, personal- 2 kegs
act and deed. Witknown to be the persons escribed in same as their free
ness my hand ' and notarial seal the Santa Fe, N. M.
ly appeared. George W. Ward. John 25 kegs No. 2 Mule shoes
and
who
inexecuted
the
7
foregoing
No.
lbs
The said contestant having, in a"
Nails (New Standard)
and year In this certificate first
Princess de Brogllo! v daughter . of D. W. Veeder, Jefferson Raynolds, 25
strument, and acknowledged that they day
No. 6 Nails (New Standard)
anove written.
proper affidavit, filed May 4, 1909, set
and
Frederick
H. 25 lbs
sealed
and
the late Sofre Alexander of , Albu- Max Nordhaus
lbs-Nexecuted
signed,
same
the
2
Toe calks
forth facts which show that after due
LOUIS C. ILFELD,
(Signed)
Pierce, to me known to be the peras their free act and deed.
querque, whose maiden name was
sons described In and who 'executed 25 lbs No. 3 Toe calks
diligence personal service of this no- - ,
(Notarial Seal)
Public.
Notary
Witness
hand
and
notarial
my
seal
25
lbs No. 4 Toe calks
Endorsed: No. 5923. Cor. Rec'd tlce cannot be made, it is hereby orAlexander, and whose childhood the foregoing insrtument and severalthe day and year in this certificate Vol.
''
Inch Nuts threaded
5, page 608. Cert, of stockholders dered and directed that such notice
was spent in New Mexico, has been ly acknowledged that they - executed 102 lbs
first
Written.
above
'
be given by due and proper publica,
kegs Wire nails, lOd
same
the
of
The
as
Las
free
act
their
deed.
and
Vegas
In
Sugar
a
divorce
V.
'
E.
2
granted
(Seal)
Paris, France,
LONG.
Beet Growers' Association. Filed in tion. Record address of contestee:
Witness my hand and notarial seal 2 kegs Wire nails, 8d
from her husband and given custody the
Notary Public.
kegs Wira nails, 20d
office of Secretary of New' Mexico, Osage, Iowa.
and year in this certificate
day
My commission expires July 24, April 17. 1909,
The board of New Mexico Penitenof tu-- r child and alimony of $50 a first above written.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
'
10;30 a. m. Nathan
:
f r
tiary Commissioners reserve the right 1910.
Jaffa,
month.
,
LOUIS C. ILFELD.
(Signed)'
Secretary.
:
Endorsed No. 5936. Cor, Rec'd,
' to reject any and all bids.
(Notarial Seal)
Notary Public.
Vol.
610,
6,
articles
of
page
In
Incorporabids
for
the
above
submitting,
Endorsed: Co. 5922. Cor.. Rec'd.
.David S. Lowitzkl, a Santa Fe merbidders should write plainly tion of The Optimo Land Company.
Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to treat Vol. 5, page 60S. Articles of incorpor- supplies,
S. B. Grimshaw, territorial coal chant, has moved his
hi
Filed
office
of
family into the
of
on
New
the
Secretary
envelope
ent by the agreeable, aromatic Ely'! ation of The Las Vegas Sugar. Beet
following: "Bids for
Santa Fe Rheingardt residence which he re
Cream Balm.'" It is received through the Growers' Association. Filed In office supplies for the New Mexico Peni- Mexico, April 23, 1909, 4: p. ra. Nathan oil inspector, .returned to
Jaffa, Secretary.
from Albuquerque where he straight- cently purchased and reraodeleJ.
ostrils and cleans and heals the whole of Secretary of New Mexico.
tentiary" with the name of bidder
April 17, to
avoid
surface over which it diffuses itself. , Drug, 1909. 10:30 a. m, ' Nathan
of
bids
mistake.
opening
by
ened out a number of official tangles.
Jaffa. SecSampl-imay be sent , separately,
gists 8U the 60c size, Test it and yoa retary.
,
J. B. Pitaval of Santa
Archbishop
'
Do It Now.
sure
to
are
continue the treatment till re.
plainly mtiked and numbered, to the Fe, went to
Kills to Stop the Fiend.
Albuquerque to preside
lieved.
Now Is the time to get rid of your
superintendent.
Joseph Sohwartzman and Alexis
All supplies will be furnished in over the dedication of the Church of
Announcement.
The worst foe for 12 years of John rheumatism. You can do sovhy ap
To accommodate those who are partial Wirth, have' bought a piece of ground such quantities and at such times as the Immaculate Conception.
of Gladwin Mich., was a run plying Chamberlain's Liniment. Nine
Deye,
to the use of atomizers in applying liquids 25 by 140 feet at Albuquerque,
upon the superintendent may direct.
ning ulcer. He paid doctors over cases out of ten are simply due to
into the nasal passages for catarrhal troti-ble- t, which is a
of
order
the
board
of
By
penitenframe building,
For a burn or scald apply Chamber- $400.00 without benefit. Then Buck-len'- cold or damp, or chronic rheumatism,
the proprietors prepare Cream Balm in
tiary commissioners.
Arlnca Salve killed . the ulcer and yield to the vigorous acDlication
lain's Salve. It will allay the pain
liquid form, which will be known as Ely'a for $1 S.500. They will erect thereon (Signed)
JOHN W. GREEN,
him.
and
cured
of this liniment. Try it You aw
f
Cures Fever-Soreliquid Cream Bulra. Price including tlit a
theatre to be leased for
almost
Superintendent.
Instantly and quickly heal the
Boils.
praying tube ia 73 cents. Druggists or b five years
certain to be delighted with the quick
Eczema.
Felons,
the
theatre
by
For
Crystal
sale
all
Injured
parts.
mail.. Tip
form embodies the mi J
by
Infallible for Piles, Burns, Scalds, rener wnich. U alTorda. Sold bv 11
leinal Drouer'.-c- e of the solid preparation. management.
v
Want Ads bring result
,
dealers.
Cuts, Corns. 25c at all druggists.

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION.
of
Territory of New Mexico--Offi- ' ce
I, Nathan,
Secretary Certificate
Jaffa, Secretary of the Territory of
New Mexico, do hereby certify there
was filed for record in this office at
10:30 o'clock a. ru; on the seventeenth day of April, A. D. 1909, articles of Incorporation of The" Las Ve
gas Sugar Beet Growers Association,
(No. 5922) and also, that I havecotn- pared the. f olo wing copy of the same,
thereof now
the
with
original
on file, and declare it to be a correct transcript therefrom and of the
whole" thereof.
Jn witness whereof, I have hereun
offito set my hand and affixed
cial seal this seventeenth
day of
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of the new band.
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Dut lts absoIe safety as a remedy,
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45, Chicago,
treatment for rheumatism.
work on he delicate anS
destructive,
xne
Vere Boyle, of the land commission -- t
root, ana
the blood WANTED Lady to
uuwciy at
. BEST.
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
represent us at
completely and.peAnanently cures the toouWo
.ttS,V?'Purlfler"
er's office at Santa Fe, has gone to
s
home; good position, good pay and
in its action and certain in its
hwless
tS;
Roswell on official business.
tailor-mado.t. and herbs, each of
!
a.cmb!natlon..of
suit free in 90 days.
Stock on the range in Eddy coun
,
tne blood Years mere
pcviino ucuun in
r
Experience
reliable
and
unnecessary;
proportioning the
ingredients,
when
SOCIETY
ty is probably in a more precarious
; BUSINESS
soon demonstrated its superiority overbut
firm. , Address J. E. McBrady Co.,
DIRECTORY
"
hinn'rt
(perfeCt5d
all
other
!
condition that it has been in for sev
now. nftt-- r 4fi
U
t o .m
i ,
; 54
Chicago.
,
eral years.
CHAPMAN LOME NO. 2, Av F. &
A.
B.' M. Thomas, deputy forest
PHYSICIANS.
WANTED
Sifradre
A cheap
f
rang
safn.
M. '
er, left Santa Fe on official business your most certain reliance, and because of its freedom from
Regular" om-Address Box 273, City.
;
tt
or
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
u. unlcatlon first
any other mineral, it is absolutely safe
for the upper Pecos going via the potash
l
'''
W"h Valuabl9 82estIona
medicalTd?tee sent frel WANTED You to buy lumber
d
DENTIST"
Knox trail.
In
at ?8,
'.Mrd; Tbmsdayh
.
.
.
Ttri? cjCTrrTTVn
$10 and $12. S. L. Barker, Beulah,
vTir
v,u.. AihAa L A, GA.
Mrs.
Melvira Dalton of Santi Fe,
isch month
,
Crockett Building.
Vjalt- Suite
Both
N. M.
died at Albuquerque at the age of
lug? brothers, cordial- - t, phoneg at office and residence.
77
years at the home of her daught er,
Al Invited. Geo. H Kinkel, W. M.,
Mrs. T. F. Reed.
FOR RENT.
Chas. H. Sporleder. Secretary.
DR. G. L. JENKINS
Samuel Miller, who acknowledged
FOR RENT Fine brick house with 8
being a deserter from the TJ., S. navy,
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 2.
DENTIST
rooms, kitchen and bath, beautiful
was arrested at Tucumcarl by Sheriff
:"
Knights Templar.. Regular
lawn and large
I
Ward of Quay county.
yard opposite
conclave second Tuesday in
Over Hedgcock's Shoe Store
frieght depot. See Cutler, over Ike
Messrs. Muesser and Thiggleswqrth
; each
month at Masonic
Phone Vegas 79 .
Davis', store. Phone,, Vegas 101.
have sold the Pastime bowling alley
Temple, 7:80 p m. John 8. Clark,
at Raton to Ira Parson3 and will re- Topeka, May 10. In a few days Arnold, and he suniggled the
V. C., Charles Tamme, Recorder, l
copy out FOR RENT Good house at 1008 8th
F. fi. LORD, DENTIST
''
tiro from the- business.
Carl Arnold and William Harvey, who and had it printed. ,;
...
street. See Frank Pepperd."
A taxpayer at Santa Fe asked the
t Successor ,to Dr. B. M. Williams)
uecauseor Arnold's literary tencommitted a cruel murder and were
VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- 8
New Mexican to protest against the
dencies the chaplain had him trans- FOR RENT Cheap
A number of
Office .Pioneer Building, over Grand
J:
of ball on the streets, and sentenced to death, will walk out of ferred to the
Arch' Masons.-- '' Regular
box
as
an
good
or
in big barn,
stalls,
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone playing
library
open
assistant
the great Kansas penitentiary as free
the paper kindly did so.
convocation first Monday in
li
librurian. Soon Arnold found opporclose ln. Apply H. M. Northrup, at
f
Main 57.
M
The Albuquerque Automobile club men freed because of a poem that tunity to send the
ffl each month ef Masonic
"The Huh."
poem to Gov.
I
may buy the right of way for an au Arnold wrote and scut to E. W. Hoch Hoch that ultimately
M. R
Temple, 7:30 p, m.
him
his
gained
ATTORNEYS.
tomobile road to Las Candelarla to when he was governor. In Kansas no liberty. With the
Williams. H P.,
has. H.
poem, Arnold sent FOR RENT The rooms' over Chas
connect with the Los Griegos cir governor nas ever- signed a death a letter
I
,..
.,
ported er, Secretary.,
Rosenthal's store;
that ' prison vails
GEORGE H. HUNKER
',
pleading
':
cuit.
law says that were not conducive to the
warrant,
the
although
broadening
Law
at
Attorney
A capitalist from Amarlllo, Tex., all death warrants- must be
signed of a practical mind or even to indue FOR RENT
The Rosenthal- Bros.
EL DORADO , LODGE NO. 1
Office: Veeder Block, Las Vegas, New has let the contract and the work has by that official, and efforts to induce ing t man to abstain from crime. His
hall for dances, socials and dancing
on
excavation
the
for
Mexico.
already begun
Knights of Pythias
' "' '
the then Gov. Morrill to sign prov- book was full of similar" argument " schools. "
'
meet every Monday
the foundation for a $30,000 hotel at ing futile, the sentence of death was against
Imprisonment.
to . Castle
"eveniiiK
'
V'
Clovls.
" HaU,Visitliiif Knitthts
commuted to imprisonment for life. '
Gov. Hoch had read the book, a .d
GEORGE E. MORRISON " ;
FOR SALE.
Miss Onofre Wagner, of Santa Fe,
are cordially invited.
When Hoch became governor Arn now the , letter apoem so impressed
J. P. SACKMAN,
who is In school' at Cincinnati, will old not only wrote a book denounc him that he
Civil Engineer and Surveyor ;
cpmmuted Arnold's sen- FOR SALE Jersey cow, Just fresh.
Chancellor Command-'eremain there for another year and ing the' prison system of Kansas, but tence. As
'
Harvey was in for the
1016 Fifth street.
will not return home for the summer also the poem, which he sent to the same
V. D. KENNEDY.
crime, Hoch could da no less
Office: Wheeler BIdg. E'. Las Vegas
'.
vacation.
Keeper of Kf cord and
executive. This poem so impressed than extend equal clemency to him;
FOR SALE One lot of show cases
Seal.
A Staab, the well known Santa Fe Hod' that he commuted the life senand table counters. Chas Rosenthal.
Despite the effect that Arnold's
merchant, arrived in Albuquerque for tence to eighteen years. This, with book had on Hoch, it Is devoid i.t
a short visit with his daughter, Mrs. earned "good time," conies to an end style, and is a mere record
3ALDY LODGE, NO. 77, FRATERVINCENT TRODKR. Proi).
of, com- FOR SALE Carriage, good as new.
Louis
Ilfeld, and his son. Attorney early thi3 month.
AMERICA
NAL UNION
OF
plaints of a man resenting just pun1016 Fifth street
;
It was early In 1892 that Arnold re ishment.
Mp-t- s
first and, third Wednesday of mported Wines, Liquors and Cigars. Julius Staab.
So. 601 Railroad Avenue.
IR. L. Baca bought the Wheelock signed as a scho.olj teacher and, with'
Opposite
The governor was especially im- FOR SALE Legal blanks of all d
each month at Fraternal Brother
Railroad
at
Is
Fe.
residence
Santa
Depot
This
one,
out
William
for
Oklaset
scriptlon. Notary seals and record t
with Arnold's poem. He read
Harvey,
F.
pressed
M.;
hood hall. Chas. Trambiey,
'
of the oldest brick residences in San- homa. They did not.succeed in mak- and
'.'
d
at the OpUc office. , .:. - ;
It.
Billiard Tables ir Connection
Bertha C. Thornhill, Secretary. Vhs
the
west
of
ta
is
Fe
situated
and
for
themselves
a
just
there
and
place
ing
Governor
Invited!
New
Mexico
Poem
A
Las
Called
a Classic.
Cast
Vegas.
'
lting members cordially
Staab property.
earjy in 1893 were returning to their
"It's a classic!" he cried enthuai.is
,
Curio
homes in western Kansas penniless,
Duncan Opera House
The roof of the John Lee
tically. "It's the work of -- ge v.1.1 h"
I. O. O.' F..
StEBEKAH
LODGE,
store at Albuquerque caught fire and They camped In a suburb of Kinsley The governor called several f ieMds
j
,'. Wednesday, May laih.
; meets
second and fourth Thursday
'
.
i
but for the timely arrival of the fire for the first night.
-- .
into his office.
THORNHILL,
a
evenings ot e&ch month at the I.
been
have
would
entered
hold
town
there
the
up
They
department
anjl
"Listen to this!" he exclaimed,' and
O. O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Beckti ,
the first
disastrous blaze.
" '
they found alone. read
V.
G.;
M. G.; Mrs. Delia Pep ard,
Floral Designs for Weddings,
Don Johnson, at one time sheriff of It was John Marsh, mayor of Kinsley,
e
Parties, Funerals, eto, Cut
F. Dalley, Secretary;
Mrs.
a brave man. Marsh fought for his The coarser soul but
Luna county with residence at Di-Flowers always on hand.
lightly feels the
Treasurer.
Smith,
cted'Thief of the property, defending himself valiantly.
Ing,. has bs';n
ill.
dole
of
,
daily
TBEES PRUNED ASD , GARDENING
El Paso, Texas, dectective force, to Arnold and Harvey were not a match But
distress each hour reveals
'
whgt
'
for him. In fury, either Arnold or For him who in his heart conceals
succeed William Smith.
fir tfaordinary
AND
P. O. E. MEETS SECOND
attended to.
H. B. Allen, a former deputy sher Harvey it has never .been ascereach
fourth Tuesday
Some aspirations still.
evening
a revolver and
iff at Holbrook, Arizona, was arrest tained whlch-r-dre'mouth at O. R. C." hall. Visiting
Grand Ave.v
Main 17.
5fi
Phone
of shot Marsh in the back. The mayor
ed at Albuquerque on request
All agreed that there was merit In
Bank.
brothers are cordially invited. W.
San
Miguel
Opposite
;
Sheriff Joseph P. Woods at Holbrook. c"rppijed, killed instantly.
t
the verse.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler; D. W. ConEait Las ' Vegas, N. M.
The charge against Allen is unknown.
blDSC Willi riwui i.y nulling.
and
"But there are others just as good!"
;
don, secretary:'
MacDowell Minter, deputy U, S.
The two young men were captured continued the- - governor. He read oe:
marsh al; arrived in Santa Fe from by a posse of citizens, who were about
EASTERN STAB-- REGULAP COM-- J
The ,.e)OI.t that Hoa. T. B. Catron
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and
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municaUoa
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;
"
James McLeod sentenced by when their llve$ were saved bt Sam
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before,
But,
district
then
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humility
V.
uel
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Vandivert,
are
All visiting brothers and alsfrs
Fe from the gentleman himself.
incest.
at Kinsley,: now an attorney In: New The ixjwer that bars my prison door
Invited Mrs. Sarah A.
icordlally'
were filed at York
I plead, as man to' man.
papers
Incorporation
Mrs. Ida
City, who pledged the angry men
Chamberlain's Liniment.
Re ads n In
Chsifln, worthy matron;
Fe by the Kermit Townsue that he would go to Topeka and per- - Oft folly more than vice appears ,j
Santa
'
tern.
a
'
and
t V
This is a new preparation
t
or
Seelinger, secretary pro
y t
;
In errors we have made.
Land and Improvement company
Gov. Morrill sign the
insist
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valuable
is
one.
especially
It
':ai)'.;l:-zatiogood
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Clovls, Curry county. The
death warrants. The mob permitted The Ideal that the man reverses
1. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. as a cure for chronic and muscular
is ?lp,00() divided Into 1,000 the men to be locked in jail, but after Is not the dream of early year- sat rheumatism, and for the relief from
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Special Sale

'SATURDAY and MONDAY

FOB

1

Tomorrow May llth.

'LUDIVIG. : V7m. ItLFELB
I'UA

choice of the following,

v

1
1

1
1
1
1

Gallon
Gallon
Gallon
Gallon
Gallon
Gallon

per Can

Pie Apples
Pie Grapes
Pie. Peaches
Pie Plums
Pie Apricots
Pie Pears

v
.

'

'

'

.ay

i
G

'

Forecast Fair south portion tonight and Tuesday, with warmer in
the southeast tonight, showers In
north portion tonight or Tuesday;
cooler.
.

.

-

;

V

'

'

LOCAL NEWS.

Wait for Countess

SIXTH STREET

Sanitary matting at Gehring's.

-

'

Liendro Nieto, charged with being
drunks was given . a
hearing this
morning before Judge D. R. Murray.
wa&

fined

,s

3

lEjJa;

The Fair.

He pleaded guilty and
'
and costs.

Sanitary matting at Gehring's.

Our

50 and 75c

$6,000 addition' to' the residence of
H. W. Kelly,1 ,825 Sixth street, this
10, 1909 '
amount Inctiiding the .cost of plumb'
Temper atui.6 iMaximum 66; mini-mun- i,
and heating apparatus.
ing
28; range 38.
m.
12
a.
m.
37;
71;
HumidityDon't forget the removal sale at
p m. 29; mean 45.
-

WEATHER REPORT

Duy All You Wooit
"The Store That's Always Busy"

Use

Long silk Gloves, white, black, grey, and brown 65c a Pair.
'
, ; . . 10c yard.
Colored Batiste atMoneybak-Sil- k
black, 1 yd. wide, $1.50, worth $2.00 yard.
Pretty line of lawn dressing Jacques all new goods at ,'
-

'

ITor 50c

Phone us your order Main 379.

"

New Pack, PIE FRUIT in Gallon Cans,;
o U Your "S
.
'

DRY GOODS STOHE

EXCLUSIVE

LAS VEGAS'

i',

'

j- -

n

Go-Ca-

Headquarters

'Xne
Tpurist"

f

-

rt

$5

'

'

The latest Automatic Storm Proof
"
-'...
Collapsible
'

Call up Main 276 for carnattoni
and other cut flowers. Floral designs
made up on short notice.
Perry

otoka.

Greatly reduced prices on fancy Onion.
china and glassware at The Fair.

Go-Ga- rt
Our Carti have leaturet no other
. carts on the Market have.

....

Mike J." Ortiz was arrested yesterHave you seen those new lace cur
day for commuting a nuisance.. He
tains and portieres at Gehring's?.
was given a hearing this morning before Judge Murray 'and was: given the
' ; '
Pasturage 400 acres close in. Rate usual fine.$2 per month. Address box 31, city.

J.

-

Exclusive Local Agents

"The Tourist"

Rugs, carpets and linoleums at
The Ladies'' Guild society will 'meet
Gehring's,
Douglas ave.
Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 with Mrs.
Mary Behringer, 1024 Fifth street.
The Ladies' Aid

C. JOHNSEN & SON

516-51- 8

lI

your grocer's. V
Also see us for Seed Wheat

society of the M.
E. church will hold
their regular
Always hot' water at Nolette barber
monthly meeting Tuesday afternoon
shop.
at 2:30 o'clock at the home of Mrs.
L. P. Lister, 918 Prince street.
There will be meeting of Red Cloud
tribe, Improved Order of Redmen,
On account of sickness of keeper,
Thursday evening.
my stallion, Iowa Bob, will be found
Household furniture. at my ranch, 4 2 miles east on
FOR SALE
mesa, until further notice. Terms,
Mrs. Curry, 914 Seenth street.
$12.50 cash or $15 for seaaon.
W. F.
Calhoun.
Frank Caypt, an
citizen, Is
reported very ill.
H. C. Smith has stepped into the
Straight Guggenheim rye served shoes of W. A. Dow as city salesman
for Gross, Kelly & Co., and his smil
over the bar at the Antlers.
ing presence is now Been almost
Jose Sebro, who was admitted to hourly In' the business hours on both
the asyluni here from Otero county, sides of the tranquil Gallinas. '
October 10, 1905. died at "the Institution last night :
Special tiotlce of. postcard collect
ors:. Why not enlarge your collection,
" La Pension
dining room now open. join our postal exchange and receive
dinner cards from all over, 25c (Silver) Read
Families desiring Sunday
& Street Co. P. p. - Box
768,
St
order
Saturday.
please
"
1--

Las Vegas .RqUIVI
Phone

;

;

13 1

.

you can easily find out.

,

If you can persistently lay aside a certain

portion of,your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you, being a success
'
'
financially.
,
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.

Sanitary matting at Gehring's.
--

'
Mrs. C. B. Chapman has taken up
her residence on a ranch at Levy.
She took with her six hundred chick-

s

ens and about twelve hundred pounds
of freight. Mr. Chapman just recently
rUilt a new house on his place, which
is kriown as the "Old Scout" ranch.- -

,

- ;

The First National Bafk
.

FOR RENT
cottage. range
and sewer connection. 414 Seventh.

The Ladies League ofNtbe Presby
terian church will hold its regular
monthly meeting at the residence! of
Mm C. D. Boucher, 25 Third street,
Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.

NEW MEXICO.

;

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
v
Ass't Cashier.
Cashier.
i

Contractor M. M. Sundt has been
awarded the contract for building a

v

MO&EY' SAVED.-

The Perfection
of the Fruit

-

On Domestic Coal, Best Screened Eaton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what yon want for cooking:,
'

Growers
v::'rt:..v::;M':

t

Free from Slate or Slack

V

D. W CONDON
Foot Main St

Pbone Maui 21

UXTJCQ'dp

(if

Z"

"""1

r--

"

O.r"""

--

Sunldst
Pointe

Ft

ff

Bridge Street.

Get Our Prices before buying.

Vidal Martinez and Atilano Baca
Justice
of
were arraigned befo'')
Peace D. R. Murray this morning on
the charge of stealing fourteen chickens from the horn of J. C.3Schlott in
this city, May 2nd. They were found
guilty, and were given their choice of
twenty-fiv- e
days on the streets or
$20 fine. Both are now busy with a
.
shovel.

Phone Main 85

Apple

uttei
The good old fashioned,
wholesome,

Mrs. Louis IJf eld held the

last

of

day

her salons for- - the season at AlbuOver
querque,' Wednesday evening.'

.

kind,

suns hiney
that mother

used to make.

bidden. ' Preceding
the program an informal reception
was held. Mrs. Ilfeld Introducing her
Mr. and
sister and brother-in-law- ,
Louis, Mo.
Mrs. Max Nordhaus and Mrs. A.
of Philadelphia. A musical
John J. Mastereon was arrested program was rendered by the most
last night by Officer C. B. Chapman talented musicians.
PER CLASS
for intoxication. He wa
given a
hearing this morning and pleaded
Mrs. Clara Bell has returned to the
guilty. He was fined $8.50, which he city, from Denver, where her daugh
paid and was released.
ter, Mr. Blanche Weiler, is a patient
In z. hospital and at last accounts getH. A. Canter, 'who is a full of
'
.
ting along nicely.
business as a cocoanut is of milk,
will open an exclusive footwear store,
"THE COFFEE MAN"
Charley Williams, colored, was giv
dealing in shoes and hosiery, in the en a hearing this
morning before
Walsen block, occupying the room re
Use it on Wholewheat Bread.
justice ,of Peace D. R. Murray on the
cently vacated by Sporleder & Ken
charge of intoxication. He pleaded
nedy
guilty and was given the choice, of
a fine of $10 or working thirDo You
Mrs. W. N. Rosenthal received a paying
Shirt?
teen days on the streets.. Although
telegram today notifying her of the he did not like the
unlucky number,
sudden death of her father, M. H.
he hated to part with the money and
Hoffmann, at the home in New York as a result he
is how working on the
city. iMrs. Rosenthal's mother died roads.
Our Shirts Are as Good as Our
just two weeks ago "today and Mr.
Word.
Hoffmann's death was undoubtedly
here
been
Invitations
received
have
In
a great measure to the shock.
due
to . the marriage of James Stuart t
"
Christal to Miss Amy Minerva MorWe have! special sale on gold
James A. Patten
of
Evanston.
26.
whose coronation
as
the "wheat rison at Wlnslow, Arizona, May
and silver Shirts $1.25 and $1.50
the
is
son
of
He
James
Christal,
the
king" recently took place, was born
.'
r
. '.
in De Kalb county. III., 57 years ago locomotive engineer, and is hmself values, for
in the employment of the' Santa Fe
Saturday. His start in the grain
business was In
commission office company in the Arizona city that is
at $? a week," a big rise over what named after, a soothing syrup, the
Come in and prove them both.
he was originally paid In a country medicine being the more ancient of
two.
..
.
the
store down state.
'
Our 75c Neckwear reduced to
The New Mexican ball team wag
A boy;was born to Mrs. and Mrs.
cVfeated in a fast game by a team
Francisco Rubio yesterday, "Mother
day, the 9th of May." The little front the E. Romero hoee company
piece of humanity
weighed V nine yetterday afternoon' by a score of
pounds at theJtlme of It birth and '.9 to 22. The losers played an exmeasured eighteen Inches In height, cellent game, but an unfortunate
, 615 Lincoln
Ave.,
S
and already begins to show democrat- change of pitchers In the seventh
Next
to
Wells
Fargo Express Co.
lost the
ic symptoms, the politics of , its parthe contest The
ents.
heavy hitting wag a feature. There
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
wfcro from six to eight hundred peoMartin Garcia died at his home ple present, a large number being in the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of coarse.
near- the railroad tracks yesterday, women.
37'
aged about
years, survived by a
wife and ' four children. Requiem
mas was said at the Eastslde Catholic chnreh'lhlfn&ornfrig, the funeral
taking place this' afternoon. Interment at St. Joseph's cemetery.
..
was ai member of Fraternal
2,000 lbs or more each delivery 20c per hundred
Union of America, lodge No. 115, and
1,000 to 2,000 lbs.
30c
the stricken family will receive death
'
200 to 1,000 lbs. "
"
40c
benefits from thin order.
100 guests were

fm,ni
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ORDER
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(LUOMR'S
Need a

.

If You Do

ft

in-ni-

V ....
HOME

STEIIS,

Grocer.

Snel-lenber- g

J. A. TAICIIER.T.

COMING IN DAILY

i1 r

1

"",

,

ALFALKA, U AY and GBArN, BULK SEEDS,
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.

59c

Brand Oranges
Fresh
Car Unloaded

Better than anyjreviously offered during: the season.
Texas and
California

TRADING CO.,

DEALERS IN

.

y

Colii You Save Money?

OF LAS VEGAS.

.

.

If you want to know whether you are des- tined to be a success or failure financially,

v

:

A Simple Test

c

s

old-tim- e

H.O.BROWN

THE' HYGEIA ICE

MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
PRICES!
''.;.
50 to

1X)ST SorrfcJ horse; star In face:
two white feet
Brand on left hip
D. R, MURRAY,:.,.
r-

Less than

200
SO

lbs.
lbs.

'

"

CRYSTAL ICE CO..

"

"

-

";

50c
75c

McGwire & Webb

'" Phone Main 227

..

r

